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CHAPTER l 
INTRODUCTION 
Robots have long been the subject of science fiction writers 
and scientists. The idea of building a humanlike machine is 
exciting in itself. Such machines would be capable of doing 
almost everything a human being could do. They would possess 
tremendous physical power and a great deal of intelligence. They 
would perform tedious and repetitive work with great accuracy 
and would be able to easily adapt themselves to new tasks 
without having to be reprogrammed every time. Unfortunatly these 
machines are not here yet but there have been great advances in 
recent years in this field that include robotics, c.yberne tics, 
artificial intelligence, computer science, and neurobiology. All 
of these areas of research are very important and most of them 
are interrelated so that a scientist interested in robots should 
have a wide area of knowledge and interest. 
Multiprocessor control of robots is still in its infancy even 
though for many, including the author, it is 
approach to robot control. One of the 
the most promising 
reasons is that a 
multiprocessor architecture approaches, even though quite 
1 
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modestly, the architecture of a nervous system. The flexible 
hierarchy presented here is yet another step in that direction. 
The robot arm and its control as described in this thesis 
have been developed in a teaching laboratory; the purpose is 
educational, i.e., the robot arm has been and will continue to 
be an educational tool for students interested in microprocessor 
networks, robotics and cybernetics. 
The robot arm is one of the many projects in the Advanced 
Digital Systems Laboratory (ADSL} that continues to grow as it 
passes from student to student. While each finished project 
offers many new areas of research and experimentation, it is 
still complete and self-contained and functions within the goals 
of the designer. 
The goal of this thesis was to add a third joint (the 
shoulder) to the existing robot arm and to redesign the 
microcomputer architecture that controls it. The ADSL dual 
processor serial network was found suitable for the 
implementation of the new architecture. 
Each joint of the robot arm is controlled by one node (board) 
of the serial network by using a new feature: a flexible 
hierarchy control, The flexible hierarchy means that there is no 
fixed master controlling some 
node can become the master 
while the other nodes will 
preassigned slaves. Instead, any 
whenever the opportunity exists, 
become the slaves. The completed 
robot arm is shown in Figure 1. 
2 
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Figure l. The robot arm 
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CHAPTER 2 
HARDWARE 
2.1 Node Organization 
Each joint of the robot arm is controlled by a node of the 
ADSL serial network. Each node contains two 87518 
microcontrollers sharing a common bus to- the node memory. The 
two processors are labeled the CPU and the IOP. A node memory 
consists of 2K byte s of RAM, 2K bytes of EEPROM and an 
additional 256 bytes within an 8155 port expander that has 3 
input/output ports and a timer that is used as a programmable 
frequency divider. See Figs. A.l (page 54) and 2.1. 
The IOP has the functions of communicating with the user, 
with the other nodes, and of tran sferring co mmands to the CPU, 
The serial port of the 87518 is used for the communication. Each 
node has a 16-line multiplexer and a 16-line decoder making it 
possible for the IOP to establish a communication link between 
different nodes or with the user. There are 4 select lines 
connected to pins Pl.0-Pl,3 (port 1 bit O to port 1 bit 3) of 
the IOP. 
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Figure 2. 1 . 
Block diagra m 
of a joint 
T
he CPU 
t
akes care of the a�m motor co ntr �l. Each CPU 
c
ontrols 
t
wo motors using port s A and B of the 81$5 as the 
c
ontrol 
v
ectors
. t
he addresses of po�ts A and B (that are memory 
m
ap pe d) a re 9F01H and 9F02H, 
respe�t ively. Each p or t co ntains 
t
he 
b
i nary representation of th e de voltage magnitu de to be 
a p plied t
o t he armatures of motors A and B .  This Uinary value is 
t
ranslated by the pu lse width modulator (PWM) boa�d to the 
pr ope� d
e voltage. The PWM is explained in Section 2. 2 . Port l 
of t
he CPU, used as input, col ects the position teedback data 
f
rom the position feedback board as �xplained in Section 2.3. 
s
2. 2 The Pulse Width Mod ulator Board
This board (see Fig. A.3) contains the circuitry to control 
the six motors of the main three joints (shoulder,elbow, wrist). 
·Each pair of motors shares one SO-pin Scotchflex connector that
accepts data from the CPU. The PWM circuit receives an 8-bit 
value from each of the ports A and B, and translates it into 
pulses with varying duty ratio. This duty ratio is equal to 
binary value divided by 256 (e.g., if port A outputs a 
value of 128, then the duty ratio is 128/256=0.5). Two 
magnitude comparators (741885) are cascaded to form an 
the 
byte 
4-bit
8-bit
comparator. One of the inputs receives the control vector (port 
A or B) and the other ties to the output of a 7418393 conf igured 
as an 8-bit counter. This counter, dr iven by a 16 MHz cloc k, is 
continuously counting from O to 255, The ouput of the magnitude 
comparator will stay high until the value of the counter reaches 
in magnitude the value of the input vector. Thus, a periodical 
pulse of variable width is obtained as the cycle is repeated 
every 256 clock periods. These pulses drive a power amplifier 
consisting of four power transistors (see circuit in Appendix A). 
The average of these pulses is seen at the motor terminals. Two 
more signals control the motors the stop and the direction 
signals. The stop signal (STOP-A or STOP-B), when high, disables 
t he motors and forces them to stop. The direction signal (DIR-A 
or DIR-B) controls the direction of movement of the motors. 
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2.3 Position Feedback Board 
This board (see Fig. A.4 and Ref. 4) contains two analog to 
digital (A-to-D) converters that provide the position of a joint, 
Two 10 turn potentiometers are used to report the position of 
two geared down motors that determine the position of the joint. 
The analog voltage obtained from the pote ntiome ter is applied to 
the input of an LM301 operational amplifier (op amp) used as a 
buffer. A second LM301 is used to provide some gain adjustment, 
The output of the second op amp is applied to the an alog input 
of the A-to-D integrated circuit (ADC0800), The clock circuit 
(74LS04 and 741873) provides the necessary 
operating the A-to-D. The 74LS164 controls the 
digital data into the 74LS374 registers at 
conversion cycle, 
2.4 Speed Feedback Boards 
clock signal 
latching of 
the end of 
for 
the 
a 
The speed feedback circuitry {see Fig, A.5 an d Ref. 4) 
provides a signal which informs the CPU of the motor speeds, A 
slotted disk and an interrupter (photo diode and transistor pair) 
are used to convert the motor s peed 
The output of the interrupter must 
order to make its signal TTL 
7 
into an electrical signal. 
be amplified and shaped in 
compatible. An LM339 voltage 
---------------------- -�--
comparator provides the necessary amplification and shaping, The 
frequency of the square wave generated represents the speed of 
the motor. This square wave is then fed to the counter of the 
CPU (see Chapter 4), 
2.5 The 8155 Port Expander 
The 8155 contains two 8-bit ports, one 6-bit port, 256 bytes 
of RAM and a timer. The two 8-bit ports A and B, as explained 
before, are used to output the control vectors. The 6-bit port C 
contains individual control bits that perform various functions 
as shown in Table 2.1. 
TABLE 2.1. Port C of the 8155 
BIT 0 DIRECTION OF MOTOR 
BIT l STOP MOTOR A 
BIT 2 DIRECTION OF MOTOR B
BIT 3 STOP MOTOR B 
BIT 4 MOTOR A POSITION SELECT 
BIT 5 MOTOR B POSITION SELECT 
2.6 The Terminal Interface Board 
The terminal interface board (see Fig. A.2) contains the 
necessary circuitry that makes node to terminal communication 
possible, There is a 74150 multiplexer and a 74154 demultiplexer 
which select the node to communicate with, The select lines of 
the 74150 and the 74154 are in parallel and connected to four 
8 
backplane pins 2,3,C and D. The two integrated circuits, DS1488 
and DS1489A, are drivers and voltage level translators. The 
RS232C standard uses voltage levels of -12 V and +12 V for 
representing logic 'l' and 'O', while TTL levels (O to 5 V) are 
needed in the board. A master reset switch is place·d on the side 
of the board. This reset causes all the nodes to reset. 
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CHAPTER 3 
MASTER/SLAVE HIERARCHY 
A very common architecture in the design of robotic 
controllers is the use of a fixed master/slave hierarchy where 
the master always stays the master and the slave always stays 
the slave. This robot arm, however, has a "floating master" 
hierarchy. This means that any processor board (node) can become 
the master while all the rest are slaves. 
3.1 Advantages of the Floating Master Hierarchy 
1. Uniformity and modularity.
The programs in all the nodes are similar. There is no need
to have separate master and slave processors. The number of
nodes can be increased as needed and the programs can be
copied to the new processors.
2. Better protection against failure.
In the event that a master node fails, the remaining nodes
will still function because a new master can be set up. It
should be noted that in the future, if the number of joints
10 
and nodes is very large, then the loss of one node will not 
severely affect the overall operation of the arm. 
3.2 Master/Slave Setup Procedure 
When power is first turned on, each node will initially 
attempt to become the master. This is handled by the IOP 
processor by making use of the four high order bi ts of port 1 
(Pl.4-Pl. 7) and bit P3.3 of port 3. These five bits are 
common to all the nodes and are connected together at the 
back plane of the cardcage. After a system reset, each IOP 
will read the five bits mentioned above. If P3.3 is found low 
then the node in question will be a slave and the program in 
that IOP will jump to the SLAVE section. If P3.3 is high then 
that node will be the master and will reset P3.3 to ... 0 ... . In 
this case it will be almost impossible for any other node to 
become the master. However, if tw o nodes happen to read P3,3 
at about the same time, then there is a conflict. This is 
solved by using Pl.4-Pl. 7. A potential master will then reset 
one bit out of the four depending on the node in question. 
Then, after a small delay, the potential master will read the 
four bits (Pl.4-Pl.7) and check if there is more than one ... 0 .... 
If there is more than one ... 0 ... then the node with a higher 
node number will prevail and become the master. In the other 
case (only one ... 0 ... ), no conflict has occurred, so the node in 
11 
q·ues tion will be the master. 
3.3 Use of the Master/Slave Hierarchy 
At this stage in the development of the robot arm, the 
flexible mas·ter/slave hierarchy is used mainly to introduce 
itself. As the joints move to the next target position, a new 
master is selected and a message informing of the new master 
is displayed on the screen. This allows the user to observe 
the action by verifying that a new master is indeed selected 
after each move. In the future, the flexible hierarchy will 
allow students to experiment with new control strategies such 
as the concept of "redundancy of potential command" 
(see Ref. 5). 
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CHAPTER 4 
ARM JOINT CONTROL 
It is the task of the CPU processor to control tge two motors 
(A and B) of a joint. The method of control is the "Proportional 
Integral Derivative" (PID). In th.is type of control system, the 
input signal to the motor is obtained by combining the 
proportional, integral, and derivative parts as follows: 
I. Proportional part:
The error (difference between the desired output and the
actual output) is multiplied by a constant gain factor Kp.
2. Integral part:
The integral of the error multiplied by a constant factor
Ki is taken and added to the proportional part. In this
way even a small error will eventually accumulate into a
large enough signal, causing the motor to turn until the
error reaches zero.
3. Derivative part:
The derivative is the rate of change of the ouput position.
The speed of the motor represents this derivative except
for a constant factor. A speed measurment of the motor is
13 
taken, multiplied by a constant Kd and subtracted from the 
proportional and integral parts. The subtraction of the 
derivative part from the rest of the signal improves the 
stability of the system in such a way that any potential 
sudden change in the output position is reduced to a 
smoother movement. 
All this can be expressed with the following equation that 
represents the signal obtained. 
Va=e.Kp+JKi.e.dt-Kd.v 
This signal "Va" represents the voltage to be applied to the 
armature of the motor; "e" is the error and "v" is the speed of 
the motor. Figure 4.1 shows the control sys·tem block diagram. 
I 
Krs 
+ 
Pos, + l'IOTOP. pr,� 
+ l<p G(s) 
• 
!<. s 
Figure 4.1. Control system used in the robot arm 
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The block labeled "Motor" represents one motor of a joint 
including all gear reductions, The complete control system 
diagram (Fig. 4.1) for one motor incorporates the CPU, the motor 
and the boards needed to interface the CPU with the motor as 
shown in Figure 4,2. 
DUAL PWM USER PP.0GE550R SOARD MOTOR GE.ARS NODE 
SPEtD P051TION 
Fffl)S,,CK - FEE.DSACK 
801tR.I> SOARD 
Figure 4.2. Block diagram including all the interfaces 
In order to supply the CPU with the essential data of 
position and speed, the corresponding sensors are provided. The 
position and speed feedback boards and sensors are explained in 
Chapter 2 on hardware. 
4.1 Setting Up the 8155 Port Expander/Timer 
The 8155 plays an important role in the control of the motors, 
15 
but before the 8155 can be used, it must be properly set up at 
the beginning of the program. Table 4.1 shows the address table 
of the 8155, and Table 4.2 shows the details of the command 
register (see Ref. 2). 
TABLE 4.1. · 8155 address table 
Command register 
Port A 
Port B 
Port C 
Timer Low Count 
Timer High Count 
TABLE 4.2. Command 
Bit Name 
0 PA 
1 PB 
2 PCl 
3 PC2 
4 IEA 
5 IEB 
6 TMl 
7 TM2 
9FOOH 
9F01H 
9F02H 
9F03H 
9F04H 
9F05H 
register setup 
Bit value 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
Bits O to 3 set all the ports as outputs. Bits 4 and 5 
disable interrupts A and Bas these are not needed. Bits 6 and 7 
start the timer. The counts must be loaded before starting the 
timer. See Chapter 5 for more details. 
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4.2 Setting Up the CPU 
The two counter/timers TO and Tl used for the feedback must 
be configured as counters by setting the appropriate bits in the 
TCON and TMOD registers. Table 4.3 shows the setting of these 
two registers. 
TABLE 4.3. TMOD and TCON settings 
Bit 
0 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Name 
MO 
Ml 
C/T 
GATE 
MO 
Ml 
C/T 
GATE 
4.3 Interrupt Settings 
Value 
I 
0 
I 
0 
I 
0 
I 
0 
Bit 
0 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Name 
ITO 
IEO 
IT! 
IE! 
TRO 
TFO 
TRI 
TFO 
Value 
I 
0 
0 
0 
I 
0 
I 
0 
The 8751 microcontroller has two external interrupts, INTO 
and INTI, and both are used. INTO is used for the speed feedback 
as discussed in Section 4.4 and INTl is used for handling bus 
request from the !OP. Both interrupts are enabled by setting 
bits EXO and EXI in the interrupt register (IE) to 'I', INTO is 
given higher priority over INTI because of the time dependent 
nature of the speed feedback. The priority levels are 
established by setting PXO=l and PXI=O in the Interrupt Priority 
register (IP). See Reference I for more information. 
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4.4 Speed Processing 
The square wave obtained from the output of the speed 
feedback board (see Chapter 2) is fed to the timer/counter input 
of the CPU. (See Section 4.2 on setting up the counters.) As the 
motor turns, each pulse of the square wave increments the 
counter by one count. By sampling the count at fixed periods of 
time, one can determine a value that represents the motor speed. 
To obtain a fixed reference of time, a timer is needed. The 8155 
contains a programmable timer that can provide a periodical 
squar'e wave with programmable frequency. A constant frequency 
clock is applied to the input ( timer in pin) of the 8155. The 
frequency is divided down by a number that h as been loaded in 
the 8155 during initialization. The resulting periodical pulse 
is available at the output (timer out pin) and is connected to 
the interrupt pin INTO of the CPU in order to update the speed 
of the motor periodically. Every time the interrupt procedure is 
activated, the values of the counters (1'LO and TL!) are 
transferred to local variables. TLO and TL! are then reset to 
'O' ready for the next cycle. The sampling period depends on the 
value of the timer counts loaded into the 8155 and can be 
changed by the user (see Chapter 5). The current settings result 
in a sampling frequency of about 10 Hz for the shou�der, 15 Hz 
for the elbow and 25 Hz for the wrist. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CPU SOFTWARE 
This chapter describes the software written for the CPU 
mlcrocontroller. As mentioned earlier, the CPU directly controls 
two motors within a joint. The control system is ·covered in 
Chapter 4. A functional description of the CPU program is 
presented here and the reader is referred to software listings 
in Appendix B for more detailed information. 
The program listing contains three distinct parts: the global 
variable declarations, the procedure (subroutine) declarations 
and the main program. 
The main program (after the END OF PROCEDURES comment) 
includes all the initialization statements. 
5.1 PLM/51 Arithmetic 
PLM/51 does not support signed arithmetic (see Ref. 3). This 
shortcoming should be dealt with by the programmer. The control 
system arithmetic is carried out using word variables and 
19 
forcing the most significant bit to act as the sign of the 
15-bit value. In the program, the variables are always tested to
make sure that their values stay between -32768 and +32767. 
5.2 The Reset 
There are hidden traps associated with the way the reset 
operates. These traps can cause a great deal of trouble if they 
are not noticed. The fact that the reset pins of all the 
processors are tied together does not mean that all of them will 
be ready at the same time. A processor mi-ght attempt to write to 
a port (8155) while still in the process of resetting. This will 
cause a complete failure of the task to be accomplished. 
The first DO WHILE loop of the main program ensures that the 
8155 port expander is ready. This is done by repeatedly setting 
up the command register to OFH and by setting up ports A and B 
to "o- and port C to EFH. The value of OFH load-ed in the command 
r-egister sets all the three ports as outputs. Ports A and B are 
reset to O to make sure that the motor voltage is zero. Port C 
must contain a "l' in STOP-A and STOP-B bits (bits 1 and 3) 
while bits 4 and 5 should not be both 'O'. Thus, the value of 
EFH is lo'aded in port c. This sequence is repeated until PORT-C 
contains the desired value. 
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5.3 Initialization 
The second DO-WHILE loop of the main program (DO WHILE INTl) 
ensures that the IOP processor is ready. INTl (interrupt 1) pin 
is used by the !OP for requesting the bus. The IOP cannot 
continue before it receives the acknowledge signal from the CPU. 
The interrupt priority bits PXO and PXl are set such that 
interrupt O has a higher priority. The statement ENABLE must be 
used if any of the interrupts are to be used; ENABLE causes the 
bit EA to be set (see Ref. 1). External interrupts O and 1 are 
enabled by setting the respective enable bits EXO and EXl to 'l'. 
TCON and TMOD are set up (see Chapter 4 for explanations), 
The next DO WHILE loop (BAND-LOOP) is used only if the node 
is the hand, in which case the program will stay indefinitely 
within the loop. In this loop, the values of the counter TLO and 
of the pin Tl are repeatedly transferred to the node memory. TLO 
contains the count of the hand movement and Tl reflects the 
status of the switch that indicates when the hand is open. 
The remaining initializations are used only by the main three 
joints. 
The integral variables INTEG-A and INTEG-B are reset to 'O'. 
Motor A and B variables are set to the current joint position. 
FINAL-POS-A(B) is the target position. POS-IN-A(B) is the 
input position. GLOBAL-POS-A(B) is always the same as the 
current position, but it is copied to the node memory so that it 
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is available to the IOP. 
TIMER-CNTL and TIMER-CNTH determine the mode of operation of 
the 8155 timer and the count value which d,ivides the input 
frequency. The 8155 timer generates the periodical time 
reference needed for the speed feedback (see Chapter 4). For 
more information on the operation of the timer see Reference 2. 
The two most significant bits of TIMER-CNTH determine the mode 
of operation of the timer (mode 1: periodical pulse). 
TIM-His a variable located in the EEPROM at AFOAH and 
represents the most significant part of the count. This can be 
changed without modifying the program. Finally, the timer is 
started by issuing a command through the command register 
(COM-REG). Bits 6 and 7 of COM-REG are set and the timer 
operation is started. 
The DO loop labeled CON is the main control loop that repeats 
indefinitely (DO WHILE 1). There are two identical parts, one 
for motor A and the other for motor B. The operation of  the 
control signal given in Chapter 4 is implemented in this progT.am, 
as described in the next section. 
5.4 The Main Control Loop 
The procedure MOTOR-A is called in order to set the multiplexer 
in the position feedback board to select motor A position (see 
Chapter 2). 
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ERR-SIGN represents the sign of the difference between the 
input and the output. ERROR is the absolute value of the 
difference between the input and the output. 
The three parts of the control operation are identified in 
the program as PROPORTIONAL, SPEED and INTEG-A(B). Each one of 
these expressions contains the gain constant (Kp, Kd or Ki). The 
DO CASE block is executed only if input and ouptut values are 
different, in which case the integral is updated. If ERR-SIGN:0, 
then the first DO-END block is executed. The error value 
(KI-A*ERROR) is added to the integral. The IF statements within 
the DO-END block test for a possible overflow above the +32767 
limit. If overflow is detected, the value of INTEG-A is 
truncated to 32767. If ERR-SIGN=!, then the second DO-END block 
is executed. This DO-END block is similar to the preceding 
DO-END block exce·pt that the test is made for negative ·numbers. 
In addition, the PROPORTIONAL variable is complemented (made 
negative). 
The speed obtained from the speed feedback circuitry contains 
no data on the direction of the motor. The variable LOC-DIR-A(B) 
is the sign of the previous value of the control signal. 
LOC-DIR-A(B) repre sents the direction of motors A and B. The 
variable SPEED is complemented if LOC-DIR-A(B) is zero. 
The 16-bit value of the control signal is complemented and 
given to the variable SIGNAL. INTEG-A(B) is scaled down before 
taking part in the computation (see explanation of the procedure 
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ADJ-INT). When the value for SIGNAL is computed, its sign is 
extracted and assigned to LOC-DIR-A(B) which will then determine 
the direction of movement of the motors A and B. 
STOP-FLAG is a bit variable that is equal to I whenever the 
current position is equal to the target position (FINAL-POS-A(B)). 
STOP-FLAG is transferred to the STOP bit (A or B) in port c
later in the program. 
Register Bis used as the link between local bit variables 
and port c. The individual bi ts of port c cannot be changed 
directly so register B is used because it is bit addressable. 
The method of changing a particular bit in port c is to first 
read port C into B, then change the desired bit in B and then 
transfer B back to port C. This method is used for transferring 
the direction (DIR-A(B)) and motor disable (STOP-A(B)) bits into 
port C. Finally, the low order byte of SIGNAL is transferred to 
PORT-A(or B) unless the value of SIGNAL is greater than 255 in 
which case PORT-A(or B) is set to 255. 
5.5 Explanation of Procedures 
INTO 
Interrupt O procedure is used for updating the speed data of 
the ttoro motors (see Chapter 2). VEL-A and B are the updated 
values of the motor speeds. TLO and TL! are counters that count 
the pulses from the speed feedback ctrcuitry. Once the CPU is 
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interrupted, the current values of TLO and TLl are transferred 
to VEL-A(B) and then reset to 'O'. 
MAX-VEL is the maximum velocity of the motor A and is used 
only for testing purposes (not used in the main program). 
INTl 
Interrupt 1 procedure is the bus handling routine used to 
give the !OP the use of the bus. Once interrupted by the IOP 
processor (requesting the bus), ports O and 2 (address and data 
ports), are set to FFH. A negative going acknowledge signal is 
sent for five cycles to make sure the IOP does not miss it. The 
CPU then stays in DO WHILE INTl=O loop waiting for the bus to be 
returned. The IOP keeps INTI (of the CPU) low for as long as it 
needs the bus. 
MOTOR-A and MOTOR-B 
Bits 4 and 5 of port C are used to multiplex the position 
information from the position feedback board {see Chapter 2). 
For selecting motor A position bit 4 (POS-SELECT-A) is reset to 
'O' (active low) and bit 5 (POS-SELECT-B) is set to'l'. 
DABS 
DABS is a typed procedure that takes the absolute value of 
the difference between two variables. 
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ADJ-INT 
ADJ-INT performs a signed division operation. If the operand 
is negative, it is complemented before the division (a shift 
right) is performed. INT-SH is the amount of shift and it is 
stored in the EEPROM at AF06H. 
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CHAPTER 6 
!OP SOFTWARE
The main four duties of the IOP microcontroller are the 
following: 
I. Communicate with the user.
2. Communicate with other nodes.
3. Transfer commands to the CPU.
4. Modify data in the node memory.
Other duties include the determination of the master and the 
slave (see Chapter 3). 
In this chapter, the complete IOP program is explained in 
such a uay that any interested student will be able to continue 
this project, one that offers many avenues of research. 
Before attempting to study this program, one must thoroughly 
understand the node organization (Section 2.1) and the outside 
world surrounding the IOP processor. Without this understanding, 
many program statements will look ambiguous and hard to follow. 
There are two points in particular to consider: 
1. Since the node memory is common, only one processor can 
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use it at a given time. The CPU processor has the bus and 
the !OP must request it from the CPU. 
2. Pins Pl.4-Pl.7 and P3.3 are connected in parallel among
all the IOPs. Each of these pins has two functions:
setting up the master/slave hierarchy, and establishing
the master to slave connection.
6.1 Establishing the Node Number 
Each joint has a number assigned to it. The shoulder, elbow, 
wrist and hand have the numbers 1 through 4, respectively. The 
node number is obtained by making use of the fact that no node 
will ever read data from itself. Therefore, its own receive line 
is connected to ground. If a node selects its own receive 
line, i.e., Pl.0-Pl.3 equals the node number, then the !OP will 
be able to read and distinguish this line as low because all the 
other receive lines are normally h igh. Accordingly, nodes 
and 4 have lines 6�7,B and 9, respectively, grounded. These 
numbers are the backplane connector pin numbers. In 
DO WHILE RXD loop, Pl is incremented until RXD=O and the 
1,2,3 
line 
the 
value 
of the four low-order bits of Pl is made equal to the node 
number (MY-NODE-NUMBER). 
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---------------- -·- -- -- · 
6.2 Who Is the Master? 
are high. Each Initially, after reset, all the bits of Pl 
.node will arrive to the section AM-I-MASTER of the 
different time. The· first node to arrive will become 
program 
the 
at a
master, 
assuming that there is plenty of time before the arrival of the 
next node. In what follows, assume that a certain node is the 
first one to arrive. This node will then find Pl=255 (all bits 
high) and the variable PORT! in the program will be equal to 'O'. 
INTI is reset to 'O' thereby signaling all the latecomers to 
become slaves. Next, one of the bits Pl.4-Pl.7 is reset to 'Q', 
Node l resets Pl.4, node 2 resets Pl.5 etc. After a small delay 
Pl is read again. The reason for this is to avoid two or more 
nodes becoming the master._ If this did not happen, then Pl will 
be the same as before the time delay, In this case FORTI and 
MY-CODE are equal and the node becomes the master. In 
case (Pl and MY-CODE different), the situation is 
giving the mastership to the node with the higher node 
node with a lower number will have set its bit back to 
6.3 Master Section 
the other 
resolved by 
number. A 
'l '.
After the master/slave initialization, Pl.4-Pl.7 will be used 
for two new purposes. These four bits will now contain the 
inverted value of one less than the master's node number. This 
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-�---- ----
is established by the procedure RECONNECT. When this is done, 
the terminal interface board (see Chapter 2) will be connected
to the master node, because Pl.4-Pl.7 also go to the interface 
board. Before communication is possible, the master must have 
Pl.0-Pl.3 equal to zero. This establishes a two way link from 
the master to the interface board (terminal). 
Besides connecting the terminal to the master, the four bits 
Pl.4-Pl.7 make it possible for slaves to recognize the master. 
The slave will connect itself to the master. Thus, the slaves 
are always tied to the master and are ready to receive or send 
data to it. The slave communicates only when the master has 
connected itself to that particular slave. 
The master identifies itself to the user by displaying a 
message on the screen, If the shoulder is the master, then the 
message 
SHOULDER IS THE MASTER 
* 
appears on the screen and the robot arm is ready, 
The program flow is directed to a procedure TERMINAL called 
from the MASTER-LOOP. 
6.4 Run Mode 
The core of this section of the master program consists of 
three loops: 
1. The outer loop (RUN-MODE) causes the entire sequence of
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stored positions to be repeated as many times as indicated 
by the variable NUMBER-OF-RUNS. 
2. The second loop (NEW-FIN) goes through one sequence from
the first stored position to the last stored position.
3. The innermost loop (RAMPING) goes through moving the arm
from one stored position to the 
delay procedure (RAMPING-DELAY) is 
next position. A time
called at this point.
This delay adjusts the speed with which the joint moves.
The number of runs allowed is 254, but if the user wishes to 
run the arm forever, then 255 must be entered. T he program tests 
this value and causes an infinite loop if NUMBER-OF-RUNS=255. In 
the present version of the program, when RUN-MODE is over, a new 
master is selected. 
6.5 Slave Section, 
The slave node spends most of its time waiting for commands 
from the master. Starting from the label SLAVE-LOOP, when a 
character is obtained from the master, the slave goes through 
several tests in order to find the right command. These commands 
are listed below. 
1. S: Step mode. Causes the joint to ramp from the current
position to the destination position. 
2, G: Go (Run mode). Causes a jump to RUN-LOOP. 
3. M: Store position in the mixed mode.
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4. N: Store position in the new mode.
See procedure explanation for more details about the new and 
mixed store modes. 
6.6 RUN-LOOP 
Whithin this loop, the following commands apply: 
1. N: Get the next destination position.
2. R: Ramp one unit.
3. E: Jump back to RUN-LOOP.
4. D: Run mode over. Select new master.
6.7 Explanation of Procedures 
TERMINAL 
All user communication takes place within this procedure. 
This procedure starts with the loop 'DO WHILE NOT TI;END;'. This 
DO loop is necessary knowing that serial communication is much 
slower than actual program execution. The master could still be 
sending data to a node when the TERMINAL procedure is called. 
The above DO loop waits for all the serial data bits to be sent 
before making connection with the terminal. 
In the statement CRTR=GET-CHAR, the typed procedure GET-CHAR 
is called. This procedure can be tricky for the programmer and 
should be used with caution. If data are not expected to arrive 
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to the serial port the processor will get stuck in this 
procedure forever waiting for data. Thus, the beginning of the 
terminal procedure is the place where the processor waits for 
the user to respond. When a character is received, it will be 
tested throughout the rest of the procedure. A carriage return 
(CR) is the only character that will cause a return to the main 
program. CR is usually entered after a command. 
Digits O to 9 are tested next. If the previous character was 
not a numerical digit then FIRST-DIGIT is set and the variables 
TEN and UNIT are cleared to zero (ASCII 30). After each 
numerical entry, the tens will be shifted to hundreds and units 
to tens and the new number becomes the unit. Then PRINT-COM is 
called ( PRINT-COM is explained later) to update the command line. 
The next test is for the joint characters S,E,W,H,T. These 
are the shoulder,elbow, wrist, hand and tip respectively. The 
tip is not a joint, but it is used with the straight-line 
movement (see Chapter 7). 
The direction of movement is tested next. At this point, 
three types of characters have been tested: digits, joints and 
direction. These parts belong to the single command line related 
to moving a joint or joints. This command is explained in 
Chapter 8, The remaining characters to be tested are M,N and G 
and are also explained in Chapter 8. 
After returning from TERMINAL to the MASTER-LOOP, a test for 
GO-MODE is made and transfer to RUN-MODE is made depending on 
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the test. The variable TYPE-CODE corresponds to the joint to be 
moved. If this joint is not the master joint, then t he 
information must be sent to the slave in question. The procedure 
SEND is called and the variables NUM and DIR-CODE are sent. If 
the joint to be moved is the master then the following occurs: 
l. Procedure STEP is called once. This procedure sends the CPU
the new values of the target position.
2. Procedure SELF-RAMP is called as many times as the amount of
movement represented by NUM.
3. Each time SELF-RAMP is called, a delay is introduced in order
to accommodate the speed of the arm.
BUS-REQUEST 
This is a very important procedure because it allows the !OP 
to write to the node memory which is normally controlled by the 
CPU. INTO (P3.2) is used as the bus request signal (active low). 
When INTO is cleared, the CPU is interrupted, and the IOP 
for the acknowledge by continuously checking pin P2.7 
active low). When the CPU frees the bus, it clears its own 
(tied to P2.7 of the IOP). 
waits 
(ACKN, 
P2.7 
The IOP must request the bus every time a node memory read or 
write is to be performed. The IOP must release the bus when it 
no longer needs it. The bus is released by setting INTO to 'l'. 
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PUT-CHAR 
This procedure outputs a character through the serial port 
(TXD, pin P3.1). The receiving device must be selected by 
calling proced,ure CONNECT. 
GET-CHAR 
This is a typed procedure that inputs a character from the 
serial port (RXD, pin P3.0). Pl.0-Pl.3 select the transmitting 
device. 
PRINT 
Any message to appear on the terminal screen is sent by 
calling this procedure. A zero (0) is inserted at the end of 
each message to indicate the end of it. 
Example: CALL PRINT(.('THIS IS A MESSAGE',O)); 
PRINT-COM 
This procedure is called from several places in the procedure 
TERMINAL. The function of PRINT-COM is to update the command 
line by printing the amount of joint movement, the joint type 
and the direction of movement. 
SQR 
SQR takes the square root of a word variable and returns a 
byte variable. The procedure goes through ten iterations of the 
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recursive expression: 
X•(X+Y/X)/2 
where Y is the word variable and X is i ts square root. The 
initial value of Xis 200. 
cos 
This procedure takes the cosine of an angle (ARG) from a look 
up table. The cosine table is located from A800 to A8FF. Both 
the argument and its cosine are scaled by 
premultiplied by 255 before the procedure 
cosine is also premultiplied by 255. 
ACOS 
255. Each angle is 
COS is called. The 
This procedure takes the inverse cosine of the argument (ARG) 
from a look up table. The inverse cosine is located from A900 to 
A9FF. The argument and the inverse cosine are scaled by 255 (see 
COS above). 
DABS 
This procedure calculates the absolute value of the 
difference between the two given variables. 
DISTANCE 
The distance of the tip of the fingers to the base of the arm 
is calculated given the height and the radius (see Chapte r 7). 
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RECONNECT 
This procedure reconnects the master to the terminal and the 
terminal to the master. Four shifts to the left of Pl leave Pl• 
0-Pl.3 equal to zero which is the address of the terminal.
CONNECT 
This connects the master to the node indicated by the 
variable JOINT. 
SEND 
The master uses this procedure to command the slave (JOINT) 
to take the data NUM and DIR-CODE. By receiving these variables, 
the slave will be ready to start joint movement. 
SEND-ALL 
A single character (LETTER) can be sent by the master to all 
the slaves hy calling this procedu�e. 
INIT 
All the necessary registers are initialized to enable serial 
communication. See Reference 1 for more details. 
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SELF-STORE 
This procedure is used by both the master and the slave to 
store the final positions of motors A and B in the node memory. 
NEW-STORE 
This is called when the user wishes to save the current 
position of the arm. This mode of store causes the pointer 
(POS-LEN) to be incremented and no changes can be made to the 
position that has just been stored. The message STORED is 
displayed on the screen. 
MIXED-STORE 
The current position of the arm is saved, but the pointer 
(POS-LEN) is not incremented. This allows the user to make 
changes to the position just saved if the next store command is 
also a MIXED-STORE. If the positions of different joints are 
consecutively stored with this procedure, then it is possible to 
have .simultaneous movement of these joints. 
INPUT-OUTPUT-EQUAL 
This is a shor t procedure that checks whether the input and 
output positions are equal. 
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RAMPING-DELAY 
This simple time delay is used by both the master and slaves 
when the arm is moving. 
SELF-NEW-FIN 
This procedure is called from the run mode to retrieve a new 
destination position from the position table. The pointer is 
then incremented until its value reaches POS-LEN and then it is 
reset to 'O'. 
TIP-STEP 
This procedure is used in connection with the straight-line 
movement. The first part is used by the master only. The current 
height (h) and radius (r) will be evaluated. This requires the 
current positions from the other joints (slaves). After 
receiving the data, the master will go through the calculation 
to find h and r and then send the obtained values to the slaves. 
See Chapter 7 on the straight-line movement. 
SELF-RAMP 
This procedure commands the CPU to increment or decrement the 
input position (POS-IN-A or B) depending on the direction. 
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TIP-RAMP 
This is similar to SELF-RAMP except that its usage is for the 
straight-line movement. In this procedure the height or the 
radius is either incremented or decremented depending on the 
command issued by the user. The new joint position is then 
calculated (each node calculates its own new position). 
STEP 
The procedure STEP informs the CPU of the new target position 
(FINAL-POS-A(B)) by writing it to the node memory. 
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CHAPTER 7 
STRAIGHT-LINE MOVEMENT 
A very convenient feature for the user in the direct command 
mode (see Chapter 8) is the straight-line movement. If one 
considers the tip of the hand as a reference point, then a 
straight-line movement means that the tip can move along a 
straight-line trajectory. There are two possible trajectories: 
straight up or down vertically, and straight in and out 
(horizontally along the radius). The direction of the hand 
remains unchanged during the movement. 
7.1 Arm Geometry 
The IOP processor contains relatively complex procedures to 
calculate the joint angles. This section explains how the 
straight-line movement works. 
Figure 7.1 shows the geometry of the arm. Al, A2 and A3 are 
the absolute angles of the shoulder, elbow and wrist joints, 
respectively. These angles are unknown and are to be calculated 
during a straight-line movement. 
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IL A, 
Figure 7.1. Arm Geometry 
The variables h and r represent the current height and radius 
of the tip. These variables must be calculated just before a 
straight-line movement (Section 7.2). Once calculated, h and r 
become the independent variables in the angle calculation 
procedure (Section 7.3). 
The variable 11 is the length of the section between the 
elbow and the wrist, and L2 is the length between the shoulder 
and the elbow. The ratio Ll/L2 represents the true ratio of the 
corresponding length on the actual arm. The values of Ll and L2 
are selected such that their sum is as close as possible to 255, 
and, in this case, LI + L2 = 254. 
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Other variables shown in the program are: 
ALPHA and GAMMA (Al=ALPHA+GAMMA) 
BETA and DELTA (A3=BETA+DELTA) 
Finally, d represents the distance from the tip to the base of 
the shoulder. 
7.2 Calculation of h and r 
The current h and r must be known before a straight-line 
movement can begin. The variables are calculated in the 
procedure TIP-STEP. The master node collects the current values 
of Al, A2 and A3 from the slave nodes. These values must be 
normalized such that a straight angle corresponds to 255. 
From the value of A2, d can be calculated using the law of 
cosines: 
' ' ' 
d =LI +L2 -2.Ll.L2.cos(A2) 
GAMMA must be calculated before r: 
GAMMA=cos-
1 
I ( d.2 +L2
a. 
-LI
,: 
)/ ( 2.d. 12)] 
Now, 
r=d.cos(Al-GAMMA) 
and from the above: 
h=SQR( d2. -r2. ) 
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( 7. 1) 
( 7. 2) 
( 7. 3) 
(7.4) 
7.3 Angle Calculation 
Once h and r are calculated (Section 7.2), the nodes can 
start calculating the angles of the joints Al, A2 and A3; (see 
procedure TIP-RAMP). 
From the law of cosines, the following expression is obtained 
(refer to Fig. 7.1): 
2 2 2  2 '1 
h +r =d =Ll +LZ -2.Ll.L2.cos(A2) 
Solving for AZ, 
_I 1 2 2 2. 
A2=cos [(Ll +L2 -h -r )/(2.Ll.L2)] 
(7.5) 
(7.6) 
To get Al, ALPHA and GAMMA must be calculated since 
Al:ALPHA+GAMMA. 
ALPHA=cos-
1 
( r / d )=cos-' [ r /SQR ( h
2 
+/ ) ] (7.7) 
GAMMA is given in Eq.(7.2). 
To get A3, BETA and DELTA must be calculated since A3=BETA+DE1TA. 
_, ( ) -' [ ' ' BETA=cos h/d =cos h/SQR(h +r )] 
_1 :.Z 2 2 
DELTA=cos [(d +Ll -L2 )/(2.d.Ll)]= 
cos-' [ (d/(2. Ll)+(Ll' -L2' )/(2.d.Ll) J 
(7.8) 
(7.9) 
( 
' ' 
Equation 7.1) contains 11 +12 and 2.11,12, Since 
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Ll and L2 
are known, the above can be evaluated and used in the program. 
2.Ll.L2 •32058
' . 
Similarly, 12 -Ll and 2.12 in Eq.(7.2) are evaluated: 
' ' 
L2 -Ll • -5080 
2.L2 • 234
See Appendix C for program listing. 
' 
...:, . 
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CHAPTER 8 
MOVING AND TEACHING THE ARM 
Communication between the user and the nodes is designed to 
be as simple and straigthforward as possible. After system reset, 
the CRT screen shows which node has become the master and an 
asterisk (*) appears on the screen. At this point the user can 
start using the arm. 
8.1 Direct Command Mode 
This is the initial mode (the "*" prompt) after reset. In 
this mode the arm is ready to move by responding to the user 
commands. A command has the following format: 
XXXJD 
1. XXX is a three-digit number denoting the amo·unt of relative
movement.
2. J is the joint to be moved.
3. Dis the direction of movement,
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The table below illustrates all the possible abbreviations 
used in the command. 
XXX can be a number from Oto 255 
J 
D 
Examples: 
can be one of the following 
s shoulder 
elbow 
wrist 
hand (or fingers) 
tip (The tip of the arm is 
movement option.) 
can be one of the following 
R right 
L left 
U up
D down 
A away (tip only) 
I in ( tip only) 
C close (hand only) 
a open (hand only) 
joints: 
used for 
directions 
015WU moves the wrist up by 15 units. 
002SL moves the shoulder left by 2 units. 
the straight line 
of movement: 
OOBTI moves the tip of the fingers in (towards the base) 8 
units on a straight line. 
The different parts of the command can be entered in any order. 
Each part remains in effect until changed in another command, so 
there is no need to re-enter the same part of the command. In 
order to get a feeling about the units of movement, the new user 
should first practice by using small numbers. 
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8.2 Special Hand Consideration 
The hand joint has no position feedback (except for a switch 
to indicate a fully open position). The hand is either fully 
the three open or fully closed holding on an object. 
digit number has a different meaning than 
Therefore, 
what is associated 
with the other nodes. Yhen closing the hand, 
specify the relative tightness of the grip by 
the user 
entering 
can
the 
corresponding three digit number. When opening the hand, the 
user can specify whether to open the hand completely or 
enough to drop the object being carried. A number of 255
just 
will 
command the hand to open completely. Any other smaller number 
indicates that the hand will open only just enough to drop the 
object. 
8.3 Teaching the Arm 
Teaching the arm is the same as storing the positions of the 
joints in the nodes' memory. Each joint will store its own 
position in an array of memory. The maximum number of positions 
that can be stored is 25'6. After each movement, the user has the 
option of storing the new position using one of the two store 
commands available: 
1. The NEW-STORE command format (N)
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Storing a position using this command has the following 
effects: 
!) The stored current position can not be altered and the 
microprocessors will inevitably command the arm to pass 
through this position whenever the user selects the run 
mode. 
ii) Joints can be programmed to run in sequence one at a time.
This is useful for example when closing the finger
because all the joints should stay still during this time,
When the finger is closed a NEW-STORE command (N) is
entered. See explanation of the store pro-cedure (Chapter
6 IOP Software).
2. The MIXED-STORE COMMAND format (M)
It is advised to use the MIXED-STORE command whenever in
do ubt. Two consecutive MIXED-STORE commands will cause the
first one to be overriden. Thus, during this command, there
is the advantage of making corrections. The last MIXED-STORE
command before a NEW-STORE command will be in effect.
8.4 Run Mode 
After storing all the positions, the user can command the arm 
into the run mode in which all the stored positions will be 
passed through in sequence. The command for the run mode is G, 
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after which the prompt 
HOW MANY TIMES? 
appears. At this point the user can specify how many times the 
sequence of movements (from the first position to the last 
position) is to be repeated. For a finite number of repetitions, 
the user enters any number from Oto 254. For the sequence to be 
repeated forever, the user enters 255. For stopping the arm, the 
user must reset the system or turn off the motor supply by 
hitting the panic button located on the top of the variable 
transformer. 
so 
CHAPTER 9 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
Currently, the robot arm can move within the space of half a 
sphere. The joints can be commanded to move individually or 
together under the straight-line movement. The arm can perform 
the· typical tasks of industrial robot arms, but with some 
distinct advantages. The flexible hierarchy architecture allows 
convenient use and service of the arm, because a master exists 
always until the last "drop of blood" (last node). Swapping the 
suspected node board with any other node board will quickly 
reveal whether the problem is in the node or in the joint 
mechanics. 
In the event that a master node fails, the arm will stay 
alive and communicatation with the user continues since a new 
master is selected. As a new project for future students, a 
self-diagnosing feature can be added to the arm. A node failure 
would be detected by the new master using the diagnosing 
procedure to determine which node failed and perhaps even the 
cause of the failure. 
The existence of the flexible hierarchy architecture opens 
51 
many new possibilities of taking advantage of this hierarchy. A 
joint could request or even force mastership to itself depending 
on the situation. The node in question would then take 
appropriate measures and command the other nodes to handle the 
situation. 
52 
APPENDIX A 
THE HARDWARE SCHEMATICS 
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APPENDIX B THE ROBOT ARM CONTROL PROGRAM 
PL/11-51 COMPILER Robot Arm Control Test Pr�9raJ!l 
ISIS-II PL/M-51 V1 .1 
DJr.PILER INVOKED BY: PL.N51 CONT. PSI DEBUG 
$TITLE !'Robot Arm Control Test Program:') 
SDATE{? /28/ 1987) 
iiPAGElB/GTH ( 50 J 
1 CPU: DO; 
tNClIST 
s 1 DECLARE DCL LITERAi.LY 'DECLARE'; 
6 1 DC!. AUX LITERALLY 'AUXILIARY'; ' Da... COH_REG BYTE ATl9FOOH) AUX; 
e DCl PORTJI BYTE AT(9F01HI AUX: 
9 DCL PORT..B BYTE ATl9F02HI AUX; 
10 Del PORLC BYTE ATi9F03Hl AUXi 
11 DCL TIMffi..ctITL BYTE AT(9F04Hl AUX; 
12 DCL TIMER_Offil BYTE AT<9F05Hl AUX; 
13 1 DCJ. FINALPOS_A BYTE AT(?EOOHJ AUX: 
14 1 DCL FINALPOS_B BYTE ATl9E01HJ AUX; 
15 1 Del POS_IILA BYTE AT\9E02HJ AUX; 
16 1 DC!. POS_IN_B BYTE ATl9E03HI AUX; 
17 1 DCL GLOB{LPOS.Jl BYTE AT!9E08H) AUXi 
18 1 DCL f.3!.0BALP(IS_B BYTE AT(9E09Hl AUX: 
19 1 Dtl IGLOBAL..DIR...A,GLOBALDHUII BYlE AT(9E20H) AUX; 
20 1 DCL StLSLEXT BYTE AT<9E30HJ AUX; 
21 1 DCL ClOSJN(i_COlJtfT BYTE ATC9E31Hl AUX; 
22 DCl El:LMYJKIDE BYTE AT(9E85H) AUX; 
23 DCL DIR.JI BIT ATlOFOHJ REG; 
24 DCL DIR..B BIT AT10F2HI REG; 
,s DCL STOP.JI BIT AT!OFIHJ REG: 
2:. DCL STOP-11 BIT ATWF3Hl REG: 
27 DCL POS_SEJ..ECT_A BIT AT(OF4HJ REG; 
28 DCL P(!S"_SElECLB BIT AT(OF5Hl REG; 
29 DCL PVS_OlJT BYTE AT(90H) REG; 
30 DCL fERROR,MALVEL) BYTE: 
31 DCL (SIGNAL, INTEGJI, JNTEG_B,SPEEO,PROPORTIONALI WORD; 
32 DCL fERfLSIGN,L(CDIR_l\,loc...DJR_B,Fl.AG,STOP_FLAG) em
38 OCL (KP...A,KP-8,KLA,KLB,KD...A,KtLBJ BYTE AT(OAFOOHl AUX; 
34 OCl fINLSH,FINALENll.PERIOD,dAM...TIME....OITT, Til'LH) BYTE ATCOAFObH) AUX; 
35 OCL {VELA, VELBJ BYTE; 
3b OCL ACl<�l BIT AT!OA7Hl REG: 
37 2 INLO: PROCIDJR£ INTERRUPT O USHll 2l 
38 2 VEL.Jl=TLOi /t Update velodh for motor A ft/ 
39 2 VELB=Tlli 1, ••• for 111otor B +/ 
40 0 TLO, Tl1=0; I* Reset counters f/ • 
59 
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PL/M--51 COHPILER Robot Al'm Control Test Pl'o�wam 
41 2 
43 2 
IF VELA.)MALVEL THEN MALVEL=VEL.A; 
END• 
INL1: PROCEJURE INTERRUPT 2 l!SING t; 
PO, P2=0FFHl 
ACKN=Oi 
ACC=O; 
ACC=(); 
ACC•O; 
44 2 
45 2 
46 2 
47 2 
48 2 
49 2 
50 2 
51 2 
52 3 
53 3 
54 1 
ACC=Oi /f A s111a 11 de l ar tti 91 ve the IOP the tirae to see the PU 1 se >:r/ 
ACKN=t; 
DO \.llILE INTl=Ol 
END; 
END INLll 
55 2 
56 2 
MOTOR_A: PROCEDURE; 
B=PQRT_C; 
POS_SRECT ..B= 1' 
POS_SELECT _Aa,O; 
PORLCaBl 
/f This Pl'Ocedure selects POl't 1 ••• *I 
'57 2 
58 2 
59 2 
60 2 
61 2 
62 2 
oJ 2 
64 2 
65 2 
6b 2 
67 2 
68 2 
69 2 
71 2 
72 
73 2 
74 2 
75 3 
7i 3 
78 3 
79 3 
SO 3 
81 2 
82 2 
END; 
/f to read 11otor A pos.itic,n. 
/f OutPut enable is active lo� 
MOTOR_B:PROCEIUi'E: /f This procedure selects POl't ! .•• t/ 
B=PORLC; 
POS..SELECT_Aa,t; 
POS_SlliCT ..B=Ol 
f'ORT_CaBl 
ENDi 
/f to read motor B Position. 
DABS:PROCEDLIAE<VAR1,VAR2l B'rrEl 
DCL (VAR1,VAR2) BYTE! 
IF VARDVAR2 THai RETI.lRN VAR1-VAR2; 
Elf,E RETURN VAR2-V�.Rl: 
END DABS; 
AD,LJNT:PROCEDURE(X) OORD; 
OCl X WOOD; 
IF BOOLEPIHROL!X,JJ) THEN OO; 
X=WOT X l t1; 
END; 
X=SHH X, JNLSHJ; 
n£TURN (NOT XJ+l; 
ELSE X=SHRlX,JNT_SH); 
RETURN X; 
,,
83 END AD,LIIIT; 
;,--- END OF F1lOCEOORES -- _,, 
60 
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Ft/M-51 COMPILER Rob<1t Am Control Test Program 
84 1 
85 1 
8b 1 
87 2 
88 2 
89 2 
90 2 
91 2 
92 2 
93 2 
94 1 
95 1 
96 1 
97 1 
98 I 
9.9 1 
100 
101 2 
103 2 
104 2 
105 2 
106 2 
107 2 
108 1 
109 1 
110 1 
111 1 
CALL T!Mfl25Sli 
CALL TIME\255); 
CALL TI!1E125S); 
DO WHILE PORT_C()OEfH; I* Make sure the 8155 is ready+/ 
COH..REG=OFH; /+ Set the Ports to outputs lf/ 
PORLA, PORLBeQ; 
PORT _C=OEFH; 
END; 
00 WHILE !Nm 
END; 
TCON=51Hl 
TI1JD=55H; 
PX1�; /+ Interrupt 1 (bus re'IUl:!stJ has loiter Friol'itr *I 
PXO=J; /f Interrupt O (speed feedback} has hi9her Priority f/ 
ENABLE; 
EXO,EX1=1i /+ Enable external interrupts f/ 
Cl'<l TIME I 1 J; 
HAND_LOOP:IF EXT .JfUKJDE=4 THEN DO WHILE 1i 
CLOSING_COUNT=TLO: 
CAll Til1E! 1l; 
StLSLEXT=EXPAND(Tl l; 
CALL Tlt1Ef1li 
END; 
INTEG_A,INTEG-1le(); 
CALL MOTOR...A; 
FINALPOS...A,POS_IN..A,GLOBAL....POS_A=POS_OUT; I* Initialize mott,r A t/ 
CALL l'IJTOR..B; 
112 FINALPOS....B,POS_IN..B,GLOBALPOS....B=POS_OIJT; /f Initialize motor 8 lf/ 
113 TIHEIUNTL=OfFH: 
114 Tll'ER..CITTH=(Til'LH OR 01000000E) AND 7FH; /!! Make su,,e ti�er is in !!lode 1 lf/ 
115 CULREG=OCFH; /'f Start 8155 counter t/ 
116 2 
117 2 
118 2 
119 2 
120 2 
121 2 
122 2 
123 3 
COIHOO WHILE l; 
/+ Start of cerntrol A •I 
CALI_ HOTOR--A; 
At: ERR_SJ&4=f!OS_JN_ACPOS_oun 
A2: ERROR=DABS(PDS_IN...A,POS_OUT); 
A3: ffiOPORTI ONA!.. =KP _A1ERROR; 
SPEED=KD...A+VEL...A; 
IF POS_!N_A{)POS_OUT THEN 
DO CASE EXPAND{ERR..SJGtO; 
61 
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PL/M-51 COIPILER Robot Arm Co�trol Test Pro9ram 
124 4 oo, 
125 4 IF JNTEG_A(32ib8 THEN Fl..AG=ll 
127 4 IITTEG-A= INTEG_A+fJ_AtERRORi 
128 4 IF INTEGJ!)32767 AND TESTCLEAR(Fl.00) THEN INTEG_A=32767; 
130 4 END< 
131 4 oo, 
132 4 IF ItITEG..A)32767 THEN FLAG=t; 
134 4 INTEG...A=INTEG_A-KLAIERROR; 
135 4 IF JNTEG_A{32768 AND TESTCLEARIFLAG) THEN INTEG_A=32i68l 
137 4 PROPORTIONAL=CNJT PROPORTIONALJ+1i 
138 4 END< 
139 ' END; -·
140 2 IF LOC....DIFLA=O THEN SPEED=<NOT SPEEDJ+t; 
142 2 AA: SIGNAL=AO.LINT ( I NTEG_A l +PROPORTICtUt -SPEED; 
143 3 A5:IF BOClEAN(ROLISIGNAL,!l) THEN DO; 
145 3 SIGNAL=(NOT SIGNA1.l+1; 
146 3 LOUJIR..JlaO; 
147 3 END; 
148 " ELSE LOC-1lIR...A=l: " 
149 2 STOP ..FLAG=POS_QUT =F INAL_POS_A; 
15-0 " B=PORLC; •
151 ' DIR..A=LOC_D!R_A; •
152 2 STOP ....A=STCf _FLAG; 
153 2 PORLC=B: 
154 2 IF STOP..FLAG THEN INTEG_A=Q; 
156 " IF SJGNA!..)25� THEN PORT..A=255l•
158 2 ELSE PORLfl=LOW(SIGNALJ; 
159 2 GLOBAL..P(E_A=POS_oun 
/t Start of conhul B f/ 
160 2 CALL TIME(PERIODJ; 
161 ' CALL MOTOlLB; •
162 ' ERR_SIGN=POS_HUl(POS_OUT; •
163 2 ERROR=OOBS{POS_ IN_B, POS_(l JT} ; 
164 2 PROPORTIONAL=KP ..BtERRORi 
165 ' �ED=l(])_Bf\£L.Bl •
1M 3 IF PQS_ItUtOf'OS_OUT TilEN DO; 
16B 4 DD CASE EXPANDfERR_SIGN); 
169 5 oo, 
170 5 IF INTEG..B(32768 THEN FLAG=!; 
1"' ,_ 5 1NTEO.Be!NTEG_B,t;J_Bf£RROR; 
173 5 IF INTEG_B}31767 AND TESTctEAR(FLAGJ THEN INTEG_B=:32767; 
175 • " END: 
176 5 !)'.}; 
177 5 IF INTEG..B:>32767 THEN FLAG=H 
62 
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PL/M-51 OJMPILER Robot Arm Cootl'c,1 Test Pro,;1ram 7/28/19'2.7 
179 5 INTEG-B=INTEG_B-KI_BtERJlOR; 
180 5 IF INTEG_B(327b8 mo TESTCLEAA(FLOOJ THEil INTEG-B=327b8; 
182 5 PROPORTIONAL=(NOT PROPORTIONALJ+l; 
183 5 END; 
184 4 END! 
185 3 END! 
186 2 IF LOC...DIR..B=O THEN SPEED=(NOT SPEED)+H 
188 2 SIGNAl=ADJ_INT ( INTEG..Bl+PROPORTIONAL -SPEED; 
189 3 IF BOOL.EANtROL( SIGNAL, 1) I THEN DD; 
191 3 SIGNAL=(NOT SIGNALl+l: 
192 3 LOC.-DIR_B=O; 
193 3 END; 
194 2 ELSE LOC_[lI!l.BzJ; 
195 2 STOP _FLAG==P08-0UT =fINPA.._POS...B; 
196 2 B=PORLC: 
197 2 DIR..B=LOCDIRJI; 
198 2 STOP ..B=STOP ..FLAG: 
199 2 PORT_C=Bl 
200 2 IF STOP _FLAG mm INTEG_B=O: 
202 2 IF SIGNAD255 THEN PORT _B=2551 
204 z ELSE PORTJl=LOW(SJGNAL); 
205 2 GLOEALPOS..B=POS_OUT: 
206 2 CALL TIME(PERIODli 
207 2 END: 
208 1 END CPU; 
MODULE INFORMATION: (STATIC+OVERLAVABLE) 
CODE SIZE = 04i9H 11450 
CONSTANT SIZE = OOOOH OD 
DIRECT VARIABLE SIZE = OEH+02H 14D+ 2D 
INDIRECT VARIABlE SIZE = OOO+OOH OD+ OD 
BIT SIZE = 05H+OOH 5D+ OD 
BIT-ADDRESSABLE SIZE = OOH+OOH OD• OD 
AUXILIARY VARIABLE SIZE = OOOOH OD 
MAXIl'IUl'f STACK SIZE = 0020H 32D 
REGISTER-BAt-i<!SJ Lr.£0: 0 1 2 
296 LINES READ 
O PROGRAM ERROR\ S l 
END OF PL/H-51 CONPILATI{)l 
63 
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APPENDIX C 
THE !OP SOFTWARE LISTINGS 
64 
APPENDIX Cl THE IOP MAIN PROGRAM 
PLll'.-51 COMPILER JOP Pro9ra11 for the robot arJ11 
ISIS-II PL/H-51 Vl,1 
COMPILER INVDKED BY• POOi IOP.P51 DEBUG 
1 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 1 
10 1 
16 I 
18 1 " 1 
:-o 1 
21 
.,,, •• 
23 
24 
,s 1 
2b 
27 
28 1 
�9 1 
30 1 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
$TIRE (' IOP Pro9ra111 for the ro�ot ar11' 
SiPAC.-ELENGTH f50 ) 
SDATEC8/5/t 987l 
SROMtlAAGE) 
IOP:DOi 
!SNOLIST 
DECLARE DCL LITERAU.Y 'DECLME"l 
DCL AUX LIIBIN..LY 'AUXILIAR'n 
DCL FJNALPOS_A BYTE AT(9EOOHJ AUXl 
DCL FINALPOS..B BYTE AT!9E01Hl AUX; 
DCL POS_lN...A BYTE AH9E02Hl AUX; 
DCL POS_R_JAM,EMERGENCYl BYTE AH9E20H) AUX; 
DCL ::W_SLEXT BYTE PUBLIC AT(9E30HJ ADC YJIDDLEH BYTE AT(9E3 AUX; 
DCL POS_TAELE (256) STRUCT!mE (A BYTE, B BYTEl ATlOBOOOHl AUX; 
DCL POS(5) STRUCTURE <A BYTE,B BYTE] ; 
DCL (I, IJ, IK, POS_LEN,POB._COUNT, IRAMP J!EUIYJ BYTE; 
DCL ACKN BIT ATWA7H) fi'EGi 
[fl (HUND, TEN,UNITl BYTE PUBLIC; 
DC1 (ffiTR,NUM,MOV_TYP£,f'!OV-DIR, T_CODE,D_CODE) BYTE PUBLIC: 
DCL (NHL TYPE,NEILDIR, TYP:E..CODE, DIR.CODE, TENLTYPE..CTIDE, 
TENLDIILCOr£,NIJMBER_OF..RUNSI BYTE PUBLIC: 
DCL ( LMASTER,FINAL, FIRSL TIME.. THROIJGH,LASLSTORE...11IXED, 
EQUAL_A,EQUAL..B,DIR..A,DIR..B) BIT; 
DCL !FIRSLDIGIT,GOJIO!lcl BIT F1JBLIC: 
00. POINTER WORD PUBLIC:
DCL CctiNECLTO_MASTER BYTE; 
OCL CR UTER!llLY 'OOH': 
DCL lF LITERALLY 'OAH'; 
OCL BUS_RELEASE UTERAl..iY 'INT0=1'l 
DCL {/'1'LCODE,rn'_NODE..NUHBER,PORT1J BYTE; 
OCL {H,D,R) BYTE; /f: Hei!!lth distance and radirJs *I 
DCL fALP!iA,BETA,GAl'll'1A,W..TAI BYTE; 
DU. (Al,A2,A3) BYTE: 
DCL (LO-END!, CRITl, HLEND1 ,l0_8-.fD2, CRIT2,HLEND2, 
65 
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LQ_END3,CRJT3,HLEND3,EJLDELAYl BYTE AT!OAF20H) AUX; 
37 1 ICL. (RIGHT1,RIGHT2,RIGHT3) BYTE: 
3B 1 DCL {MrnE,ILSll3N,MLJOJNLIDNEJ em 
39 1 DCL L!NE_RA,g>_COONT BYTE< 
40 1 DCL GR!P-1.EVEL BYTE PUBLIC; 
41 1 00.. CURRENLRUN BYTE; 
/f- ----+/ 
42 0 BUS.REQ:PROCEOORE PUBLIC; • 
43 2 INTOaO< 
44 3 DO WHILE OCKN; 
45 3 END; 
46 I END BUS-REQ; 
/1- ------ ___,, 
I Character I/0 External Procedures ---- -v
47 0 PULCHAR: PROCEWRE<CHARJ EXTERNAL< " 
48 2 DCL OiAR BYTE; END; 
:;) ' GELCHAR: PROCEDOOE BYTE EXTERtlAL: END; 
52 2 PRINT: PROCED�E!STR...P) EXTERNAL; 
53 0 DCL STILP ruJDRESSl END; • 
,,----- I 
I Procedure to reprint a conand 1 ine ____ ___,, 
55 2 PRINLCOM:PROCEDURE PUBLIC: 
56 0 CALL PRitm, (CR,'*', OJ) i " 
57 2 CALL PULOfARlHUNDl; 
58 2 CAl..l PULCHAR(TENJ; 
�-9 2 L;t.L PULCHAR (UNITJ ; 
60 0 IF GO_MODE THEN RETURN; • 
62 2 CAll PULCHARWBLTYPE>; 
63 2 CPJ..L. PlJT_CHAR(l'EW.lJIR); 
64 0 END< • 
It---- ---- -------:.JI
65 2 SQR: PROCEDUREIVARIAflll BYTE EXTERNAU 
66 2 DCL VAAJABI..E WORD; /l! Procedur(o to find the square *I 
b7 2 END: /+ root of a �ord variable f:/ 
/>----- Cosine External Procedure 
68 2 COS:ffiDCm.!RE(ARGl BYTE EXTERNAL; 
69 2 OCL ARG BYTE: 
70 2 END; 
66 
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71 2 
72 2 
73 2 
74 2 
75 2 
7b 2 
78 2 
79 2 
80 2 
81 2 
82 2 
83 2 
84 2 
S5 2 
86 
87 
83 
89 
90 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
• 
2 
' 
3 
2 
2 ' 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
ft-- --- Inverse Cosine External Procedure ---------""*/
ACOS:PROcrnJRE(PRGl BYTE EXTERNAU 
DCL ARG BYTE; 
END; 
I• __________ __,, 
IJABS:PROCEOOf:ElVAR1,VAR2l BYTE: f* PrQcedure to find the absoluh value f/ 
DCl (VAR1,VAR2l BYTE; ,, of the difference of t�o variables f/ 
IF VARDVAR2 THEN REWRN VAR1-VAR2i 
ELSE RETURN VAR2-VAR I ;
ENO; 
/f-- _ _ ____  ,, 
DISTANCE:PROCEDURE BYTE; 
RETURN SQR(R1R+Ha1HJ; 
END; 
I -------- --------•! 
RECONNECT:PROCEDll� PUBLIC: Jr, This Procedur·e reconnects the t/ 
P1=SHL(NOT(f1LNODEJIUl1BER-1J i 4); /1 11aster to the terminal f/ 
END: 
,,_____________ ______________ _,, 
CONNECT: PROCrn.�EI JOINT); 
DCL JOINT BYTE; 
00 WHILE NOT TI; /f Make sure ain- transmission is cOJIPlete fi 
END; 
IF JOINT=HLNOrE_NUMBER THEN �!OINT=15; 
P1=(P1 AND 111100008) OR JOINT; 
END; 
I ------- -- ------- -----•! 
SEND: PROCE!lrnE I JOI NTH 
DCL ,�INT BYTE; 
/f Procedure to co11Mr1d a slave node intci steFFins 1/ 
/f mode and to siive NUM � DIFLCODE 1/ 
CALl COHCT(JOJNT); 
CAll PULCHAIWS' l; 
/f Connect to sPf!cified nc,de :r./ 
CALL PULCHAR!NUl'IJ; 
CALL PULCHARID!R_CODE); 
END: 
,,_ 
SEND....ALL.:PROCEDUREfLETTERl; 
DCL {LETIER,IJCJ BYTEl 
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103 2 
I 04 3 
105 3 
106 3 
107 3 
108 3 
109 3 
110 3 
111 2 
112 2 
113 2 
114 2 
115 2 
116 2 
117 2 
118 1 
119 2 
120 2 
121 2 
121 3 
123 3 
124 0 
125 3 
126 • 
127 2 
129 2 
131 2 
132 2 
133 2 
135 " 
136 3 
137 3 
138 3 
139 2 
140 2 
KK=t; 
00 WHILE KK{=41 
CilLL CIINNECTIKK!l f* Connt'ct to sPecified node f/ 
CALL PULCHARflETTERll 
KK=KY,+t; 
ENO: 
DO WHILE NOT TI; 
END: 
CAll RECOtllECT: I• Reconnect to terminal +I 
ENO; 
I>- I 
INIT: PROCEOORE; /1 Preparation for node to terminal colflllunication, 1/ 
TH1=111111JOB; Ji: Insert -2 to lHI. 9600 Baud rate f/ 
SCON=01010010Bl/i: The serial contrcd initialize-d to 8-bit MODE!, +/ 
TI'IOD=-OOIOOOOOB;/1 TIHERI initialized to 8-bit autoreload mode. •I 
TR!=l: /i: Start tiner 1/ 
END !NIT: 
/t----------------- - - ----- --•! 
RAMPIN!LllEL!IY :PROCEDURE; 
DCL JJ BYTE; 
JJ=J; 
DO WHILE �IJC=IRAl'f'_DaAY; 
CALL TIHE(SO); /f TilK' delay to allow a Joint to follo111 the input*' 
JJ--JJ+J; 
ENO: 
END: 
,,_ ________________________ _ ------+/ 
OPEN:PROCEDURE EXTERNAi..; END; /1 Used DY the hand tfin9er) joint only *I 
CLOSE:PROCEDURE EXTERNAL; END; f* Used bv the hand (finger·) jrint �nlY f/ 
I - ---- ---· -- - ------fr/ 
Slli _STORE: PROCEDURE PUBLIC: /If Used b'l' 11aster and slave 1/ 
CALL BUR.REG: 
IF HVJIOJJE..N!Jt!BER--4 TIEN POS_TASLE!POS..LENI.A•SILSLEXT OR �INIJl1,lll 
aSE DOl 
ENO; 
PQS_ TABI..E{POS...l.EHJ. A=FINALPOSJI; 
POS.. TAElE{POS_LENl .B=FINALPOS_B; 
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141 2 
142 2 
144 2 
145 2 
146 2 
147 2 
148 2 
149 2 
150 2 
151 2 
152 2 
153 2 
154 2 
15'5 2 
!Sb 2 
157 2 
158 2 
159 ' • 
160 ' • 
161 3 
163 3 
!i,4 3 
165 3 
167 4 
168 4 
169 4 
170 4 
171 3 
172 3 
173 3 
174 3 
175 3 
176 ' • 
in 2 
178 2 
180 2 
181 2 
ft-------- ----· 
NBLSTORE:PROCEDURE PUBLIC; 1* Used by the master onlY *I 
IF TESTCLB\R(LASLSTORE..MIXEDl THEN POSJ.EN=POS_L.ENH; 
CALL SELF _STORE; 
POS_LEN=POS..LEN+ 1; 
CALL SENDAU'N'); rt Tell nodes to store ne111 final pos r./ 
END; 
,, 
,,__ _ __ ,, 
MIXED-STORE: PROCEDtJRE PUBLIC: 
LASLSTORUIXED•1' 
I* Master only 'I/ 
C.ALL SELF _STORE; 
CALL SEND_Allt'WJ: /r, Tel 1 nod1:s to ;;tore final Pos in raixed mode *I 
END; 
,, 
INP\JLOUTPL�..EQUAL:PllOCErulf: 
EQUl'LAaFINI\LPOS_Aaf'OS_IN..A; 
EQUAL.B:fJNALPOS..B=POS_JN_B; 
END; 
!>-- ------- ------
SE.F .JEW..FIN• PROCEDURE; 
OCL FINGEILDIRECTION am 
INTI ,11Y _JOINT_DONE=O; 
Clll BUS_REQ; 
IF HY _NODLilJHBER•4 THEN 00; 
FINGEILDIRECTI ON=BOOLEANl POS_ TABLE ( P05-COUNT} • A} : 
IF BOCtBIN<StLSLEXTJ XOR �mT FINGER-DIRECTION THEN 
IF FINGE!L]IRECTION THEN Clll OPEN: 
El.Sf oo, 
M.ll't=Sffi(POS_ TABL.E{POS_CC.JNT) ,A, 1 I; 
CALL CLOSE; 
END; 
END; 
ELSE OCH 
FINAL.POS-A=POS:.. TABLE ( PQS_COUNT) , A: 
FINAL...POS..B=POS_TABLE(POS_COUNT),B; 
END; 
BUS..Ra..EA.SE; 
POS_COUtlT=POS_COUNT+!; 
IF PDS_COUNTaf'OS-1EN THEN POS_COIJNTa<l; 
END; 
/*--­
TJP_STEF•PROCEDURE, 
___ _,, 
_,, 
----•! 
/f Fir-st the cur-rent hei:iht and radius 111ill be evaluated f:/ 
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182 2 
183 2 
184 2 
185 3 
187 3 
188 4 
189 4 
191 4 
192 4 
193 4 
194 4 
19'5 4 
1% 4 
197 4 
198 3 
199 3 
200 3 
201 3 
202 3 
203 3 
204 3 
205 3 
206 3 
207 4 
208 4 
209 4 
210 4 
211 3 
212 3 
213 3 
214 3 
215 3 
216 3 
217 3 
218 3 
219 4 
220 4 
221 4 
222 4 
223 4 
224 4 
225 4 
226 3 
227 3 
228 3 
OCL D_SQIJARE W011l); 
OCL ANGILSIGN BIT; 
OCL DIF BYTE; 
IF !..MASTER THEN ro;
I=U 
1'l lll!LE J(<J; 
IF NYJlllDE.JIJMBER=J lHEN 6010 E; 
CfLL �CT<I); 
C!ILL PULCHAIWP'J; 
POSl I), A=GET _CHAR; 
PDSI I) ,Jl.GET-CHAR; 
I=l+U 
ENI); 
CALL BUS....REQ; 
PDSINY ..NOIU<Jl1SER) .A•GLOBALf'OS_A; 
POS ( l'IY _NODE ... JJJHBER) • B=CtOBALPOS...B; 
BUS.REl£ASt: 
Al,pOSl!LA; 
AZ;:(OOIJBI...E( POS(2l .A l+OOJBLE! POS(2l ,BJ l /2; 
A3=(DOUBLE{POS{3l, Al+OOJBLE{P0S{3). Bl l/2: 
ANGLE...SIGN=A2{CRIT2; 
Cr,LL BUS.JlEOi 
00 CASE EXPAND(ANGI...E..SIGNJ I 
D..SQUARE=32458+ 1261COS l 255* <HLEND2-A2 > /RIGHT2 J ; 
D_SQUARE=32458-126!!COS ( 255* l RIGHT2+A2-CRIT2l /RIGHT2 J ; 
ENI); 
BUS_REl...EASE; 
D=SQR(D_SQUAREl; 
GAMl'IA=ACOS( ( (D_SQUARE-5080) /2341 !!255/Dl: 
DIF=DABS(Al ,CRIT1); 
R=DtroS(255•DIF/RIGHT1-GAl111A)/2551 f* Radius found *1 
H..SIGtr-A1(CRIT1; 
HsSQR(O+D-RtR); I* Hei!!ht four,d !!/ 
1°1: 
DO WHILE I (=3; 
CALL CONNECT! I J ; 
CAU. PULCHAR!RJ; 
C!ILL PUL-IH): 
CALL PUT_Cl:IAR!EXPANDHLSif,N) l; 
I=l+t: 
ENO; 
ENI); 
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Z1'! 3 
230 4 
232 4 
233 4 
234 4 
235 4 
236 4 
'237 3 
238 3 
239 3 
240 3 
241 2 
242 2 
244 0 • 
245 0 • 
246 2 
247 2 
248 3 
250 3 
251 3 
252 3 
253 3 
254 2 
255 2 
256 2 
2'Sl 2 
258 2 
260 2 
261 2 
262 2 
264 2 
265 2 
266 2 
267 2 
268 2 
269 3 
270 3 
271 3 
272 4 
273 4 
275 4 
276 4 
CRTR=GET _CHAR; 
IF CRTR='P' THEN OO; /+ Givl:! Positions of A and B to the iriaster· *'
CAl...1.. BUS-REOi 
CALL PlIT _CHAR I G!.OBAL_POS_A) ; 
CALL PULCHARlGLOBALPOS_B); 
BIJS_RELEASE: 
END; 
R"6ELCHAR; /1 Obtain height and radius from the master 1J 
tFOCLCHAR; 
H_SIGN=BOOLEAN(GET_CfWU; lf Obtain the si!m of the t1ei9tit f/
END; 
BETAe!\COS I 255'>H/D) >R! GHT3/255; 
IF H_SJGN THEN BETA=2<R!Gff3-BETA; 
DEL T A=OCOS { 127+D/ 137 +4728/D) llRif3HT3/�; 
END; 
!•-------- ----
SELF _RAHP: PROCEDURE; 
CALL BUS_REQ; 
-- --------•! 
IF FIN{!YOS_A=GLOBALPOS_A AND FINAL.POS..B=Ci.OBAL.POS_B THEN DO: 
INT1, MY_JOINLDONE=l: 
BUS-RELEA=E; 
RETURtH 
ENO; 
DIR...A--FINPLPOS_A>POS_IILA; 
D!R_Baef'INALPOS..B)POS_!N..B; 
CALL It-f'lJLOUTPULEQUAL; 
IF NOT EQUALA THEN 
IF DIR.JI TIEN POS_IN..A=PQS_HLA+I; 
ELSE POS_JN..J\=POS_IN..1\-1; 
IF l'llT EQUAL.B THEN 
IF DIR-8 THEN POS_IN..B=POS_IILB+I; 
ELSE POS_JN...B=POS_I/U-1; 
BUS-RELEASE; 
ENO; 
------- I /f­
T!P_RAl1f':PROCE!lJRE; /1 To be used bv both master and slave fc/ 
DCL (NEIJ.1!2,r£1LA3,tEW....BETA,NBLOO..TAJ BYTE: 
DO CASE (DJfLCOr€ AND 11118); 
DO: 
IF ILSIGN THEN -1: 
ELSE H=H+1' 
IF H=O THEN H...SIGN=O; 
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278 4 ENO; 
279 4 DO; 
28-0 4 IF H_SJGN THEN H=H+ll 
282 4 ELSE !FH-1' 
283 4 IF H=O THEN H..SIGN=!; 
235 4 END; 
286 3 R=R+H 
237 3 RaR-1' 
2SB 3 END; 
239 2 CALL BIJS..REQ; 
290 2 CALL HflJUJJTPULEQU!IL; 
291 3 00 CASE NY ..NODEJ<JMBER; 
292 3 
293 3 PO$_INJ\=GPJ'INA+ACOS{:25SIR/DISTANCE} *RI Giff! /255; 
294 4 oo, 
295· 4 NEW.112=ACOSI {32458-HfH-R*Rl /1261 fRIGHT21255: 
296 4 PUS_! N..A•NE�..A2"12>f'OS_J tLA; 
297 4 P05-IN..B=NBLA2-A2+POS_IN_B; 
298 4 END; 
299 4 no, 
300 4 D=DISTANCE; 
301 4 NEWJIE.TA==ACOS ! 25SJI-I/D )*fl IGHT3/255; 
302 4 IF H..SlGN THEN N8LBETA=2fRIGHT3-NEILBETA; 
304 4 �_DEL TA=ACOS ( 127*0/ 137+4 728/D) �IGHT3/255; 
305 4 NEW..A3=A3+ ( NHLBETA-BETA l +( t£W_]El TA-DEL TA l ; 
306 4 POS�IN.Jl=NEW_A3-A3+POS_IN_A; 
307 4 POS_IN ... B=NEIJ..A3-A3+POS_IN...B; 
308 4 END; 
30'/ 3 
310 3 END; 
311 0 BUS_lfil.EASE; " 
312 2 END; 
I ---- ,, 
313 2 STEP:FROCEIJURE; /f Ptocedure for slave or 111aster to steP to a neti ,, 
314 2 FINALaO; ,, Position after a carria9e return ,, 
3l5 2 CALL BUS_REQ; 
316 3 IF l'IV-IDIE11L!MBER=J TliEN 00 CASE OJfLCODE; 
318 3 f!NAL..POS_]jof'JNILJ'OS_B+II.�; 
319 3 F1NALPQS_]•FINALPUS_jj-"-"; 
320 3 FINALPOS....A=FINAI....POS..A+NUt!: 
321 3 FlN!LPOS..AaF!NALPUS..A-"-"l 
322 3 END; 
323 3 El.SE IF l'!'LNODE.JlJJ'IBER--4 TIEN DO CASE DIR-CODE; 
325 3 ..... ... ,, .. 
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331 3 
332 3 
333 3 
334 3 
335 4 
336 4 
337 4 
338 4 
339 4 
340 4 
341 4 
342 4 
343 4 
344 4 
345 4 
346 4 
347 4 
348 4 
349 4 
350 -·
355 3 
356 • 
35i 2 
358 2 
359 2 
360 1 
361 2 
362 2 
3�.3 2 
364 
365 1 
366 
367 
368 
369 
370 
B..SE DO CASE D!R..CODE; 
CflLL CLOSE; 
CALl OPEN: 
am: 
oo; 
FINALPOS...A=FINAL..POS_A--NUl'1; 
FINALP05..B=FINALP0'3-B+Hl.Ni 
END; 
00, 
FINLP05-A=FINALPOS....A+NUM; 
FINALPOS.MINALPOS.B-NU,, 
END; 
oo, 
FINALPOS.A=FINALPOS...A+NU1• 
FINALPOS..B=FINALPOSJl+NlJN; 
END; 
oo, 
Flf.:\LPDS.Aaef'INALPOS.J\-Nl]I: 
FIJIALPOS.B--FINALPOS.B-NUM: 
END;;;;; 
END: 
BUS.RELEASE: 
END; 
/1----- Procedure for user co1111uriication ------------*! 
TERMINAL: PROCEDURE EXTERNAL; 
END; 
fr----- --- ------------ ---•! 
;, MAIN PROGRAl'I *I 
,,------------ -- ----- -- -•! 
OBTAIN_NODE_NUl'IBER: 
P1=P1 AND 111100018; 
DO WHILE RXD; 
P1=Pl+t: 
END; 
f•ff_NODE..NUNBER=P1 AND 000011118; 
CALL BUS..R£0: 
MY _OODE..EXT =NY ...NODE.JU!BER; 
RIGHTlettLENDl-CRIW 
RIGHT2=HI_END2--caIT2: 
RlOHT3ettLEND3-CRIT3; 
IRAl1P JJEl.JIY=ER.JlEU\Yi 
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371 BUS _RELEASE; 
372 1 
373 1 
374 I 
375 1 
37t. 1 
377 
378 
380 
381 
382 
383 
�4 
385 
387 2 
33'? 2 
390 2 
391 2 
392 2 
393 2 
394 
395 
396 1 
398 :2 
399 2 
400 2 
401 2 
402 2 
403 2 
404 2 
405 1 
406 1 
408 1 
409 1 
411 2 
413 :?, 
414 3 
415 3 
416 3 
GO...MODE,FINAL=O; 
f'OS_LE)I, f'OS_CO\fil •O; 
1-l!ND, TEN,�IT =30H: 
F!RSL T[J'E_ THROUOR•t: 
CAtl. mm 
AH..I.JIASTER: FDRT1=Sl·fHNOT Pl,4); 
IF NOT !NH OR PORH 00 THEN GOTO SLAVE; 
INTl=O; 
Pl=ROL( 1111011 IB, tt'LNOCEJfJl'!BERH 
CALL TI l1E t 1l; 
PORT1=$$it()T Pl,41; 
MY-CODE=SHL ( 1, (ttY..JIDDE...NIJMBER-1 l l; 
IF PORT1 oifLCODE 11£11 GOTO MASTER; 
IF li'LCODE<PORTI-Mv_coOE THEN 00; 
Pl=Sl-R..tl1LCODE,4l OR PU 
PORTl=SHR(NOT Pl,4); 
INTl=H 
GOTO SLAVE: 
ENO: 
/tc Initiah:ze !OP, === tiASTER SECTION = rr/ 
MASTER: 
!..MASTER, INTl=H 
CALL RECONNECT; /f- Establish a connection to and from the terminal *l 
IF NOT GOJIODE TiiEN CPLL PRINT(, <126, 28, Ol J: /t Clear the: screen >tr/ 
DO CASE MY..NODE.Jl\HBER; I* tti node rrnmber can be from 1 to 4 r,/ 
CALL PRIITTL i 'S\IJULllER', OJ J; 
CALL PRINTL('ELBOW',Ol); 
CALL PRINT!, !'WR!ST',OJJ; 
CALL PRINT!.('HAND',OJJ; 
END; 
CALL PRIITTl,I' IS THE MASTER',CR,LF,'*',OJJ; 
MASTEIU@:IF GtLHODE THEN GOTO fEILFIN; 
CALL TEHl'IINAU /fr Start ustr com11Unication 1/ 
IF GOJ<ODE THEN GOTO R!Hl.J<OOE; 
lF TVPE....C13DE+1 Ol'IY ..NOOLillt!BER TllEN DO; 
00 CASE TYPE-CODE; 
CALL SEND(lll 
CALL SEN!JI 2 J ; 
CALL SEND<3H 
/t Send tt, shoulder -1/ 
/fr Send to elbo111 t:/ 
/f- Send to wrist fr/ 
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417 3 
418 4 
419 5 
420 5 
421 5 
422 5 
423 5 
424 5 
425 4 
426 5 
427 5 
428 5 
429 5 
430 4 
431 3 
432 2 
433 2 
434 2 
435 3 
437 3 
438 3 
439 3 
440 2 
441 1 
442 1 
444 I 
445 1 
446 1 
447 2 
448 2 
449 1 
450 1 
451 I 
453 
455 
456 
457 
458 2 
459 2 
460 2 
461 2 
462 1 
463 1 
465 I 
CTU SEND{4J; 
no, 
00 1=1 TO 4; 
/f Serid to hand 
CALL CONNECT ( I ) ; 
CAU. PULDfAR! 'S' l; 
CAl.l. PULCWIHNJl'!J: 
,1 
CTLL PULCHAR(SHL(TYPE..c0IE,4l OR DIR..C0r£Ji 
END; 
CAl.l. TIP _STEP; 
00 I=l TO Nl.11'1; 
CAil. TIP ..RAif: 
CALL RANPING_DElJIY; 
END; 
END; 
END; 
END; 
ELSE no; 
CALL STEP; 
IF HY-NODEJ11JHBER04 THEN DO I=! TO NUM; 
CALL S8.F ..RMP: 
CAl.l. RAHPINILDElJIY; 
END; 
END; 
GOTO NASTER_LOOP: 
RlltLmDE: IF TESTCLEARfU'ISLSTORE....MIXEDl THEN POS-1.EN=POS_LfN+j; 
CALL SEND....ALLf'G'll 
CALL SEND_AlL(NlJMBER_Qf JtUNSl; 
POS_COUNT=O; 
NEl,LFJN:DO WHILE NOT INTU /f /'lake sure all the Joints are done *I 
END; 
CALL T1MEC2SS)l 
CALL TI ME! 255) ; 
IF CURRENT...RUN=MJHBER_OLRUNS THEN GOTO OONE; 
IF POS_COUtff=O THEN CURRENLRUN=OJRRENLRUN+t; 
I+ Inform al 1 the nodes to 111ove to the next final Position f1 
CALL SEND....ALU 'N' l: 
CALL SELUJEWJIN: 
P1=25'5; /f Release the dutr of 111aster for no111 *I 
RAMPING:DO WHILE NOT l'ILJOINT..IONE; 
CALL SELf_RAMPi 
CALL RAl'PJNG_[E].Ay; 
END; 
GOTO AIU_MASTER; 
DO/£: IF MJl'!BEfLOF ..Rl.tjS=255 THEN GOTO NEIL.FIN; 
GOJ[IDE=O; 
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466 
467 
468 
469 2 
470 2 
CALL 5"8fil_ALU 'D�); 
P1=255l 
M: 
DO lf!ILE I(=15i 
CALL TIME(255); 
/f Inform the slave5 that run mode is over *I 
/f- Release the duh of lla�ter for no111 *I 
471 2 I=I+H 
472 2 END: 
473 1 GOTO J\IU..NASTER: /f- P. master 111ill be rrn!'lected *I 
474 SLAVE: 
475 1 
47f:., 1 
477 1 
478 1 
480 1 
481 1 
483 1 
485 1 
487 2 
489 2 
491 2 
492 2 
493 :Z 
I....MASTER=O; 
CAll TJHEl2H 
PORTl=SHRlNOT P1,4l+li 
P1=11110000B OR PORT!; If Connect to_ lllister f/ 
IF Ga110DE THEN GOTO SLNEILFIN: 
I* Slave main section afhr initialization f/ 
ru\\lLLOl'l':CRTR=GELCHAA: 
IF CRTR='S' THEN GOTO STEP ..NODE; 
ELSE IF CRTR='G' THEN GOTO ,Lll\JLR\JN; 
ELSE IF CRTR='M' THEN CALL SELF _STORE: 
ELSE IF CRTR='N' THEN OO; 
IF TESTCLEAA O.ASLSTORE...NI XED) TilEN f'OS_L.EN=POS-1.EN+ U 
CAll SELF _STORE; 
POS..LEN=POS.l.EN+ 1 ; 
494 GOTO SU\VE.l.OOP; 
495 STEPJ'IO[E: /f Beginning of step mode f/ 
NUl!=DELCHAA; 
496 DIR_CODE=GET-CHAR; 
497 2 
499 2 
500 3 
:01 3 
502 3 
503 2 
505 2 
506- 2
507 3 
508 3 
509 3 
510 2 
512 
IF DIILCODE)15 THEN DO; 
CALL TIP_STEP; /t Here final POS 111ust be calcu!ded *I 
DO 1=1 TO NUl'I; /f bv the angle routine f/ 
CAU. TIP ..RAMP; 
CALL -JNILDELJ\Y; 
ENOJEND; 
El.SE DO; 
CALL STEP; 
DO I=l TO NUMI 
CALL SELF _RA!fl: 
CALL RAHPING_DELAY; 
END;HID; 
GOTO SlAVE...LO(f; 
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/f: Be9innio9 of run loop for slave f/ 
513 SI.AVE..Rl�' 
GO.)[JDE=t; 
514 NUIJEER_OF..RUN,l,aGET_CIJAR; 
515 SLNEW_fJN: 
DO WHILE NOT JNTH 
516 0 END; • 
517 CALL Til'E!255H 
518 l CPU Til1E{255H 
519 1 CRTllalELCIJARl 
520 1 IF CRTR='N' TiiEN CALL SELF .J'\ElLFJN; 
522 1 El.SE IF CRTR='D' TIEN GOTO SLDONE; 
524 1 P1=255: 
525 2 RAii' _!_OOP•OO WHILE OOT My_JOINLDMl 
526 2 CAll SELF _RAMP; 
527 0 CALL RAl1PING_r£LAY: • 
528 ,, • END; 
529 IF POS_COUNTeil THEN aJRRENLR!JNeCVRRENLRll.+l l 
531 1 GAU. Tll1E{25); 
532 l OOTO AILLMASTER• 
533 1 SLJIONE: P1•255; 
534 I=H 
535 2 DO WHILE 1(=15: 
536 2 Clil TIMEl255l; 
537 2 I=I+!: 
538 2 END; 
539 GOTO Al'I..JJ!ASTER; 
540 END IOPl 
!1001.lf INFORNATION: lSTATICtOVERLAYABLE) 
CODE SIZE e OB40H 28930 
CONSTANT SIZE = 0032H 500 
DIRECT VARIABLE SIZE e 3bH+-05H 540• 50
INOIRECT VARIABLE SIZE e OOH<OOH 00, OD 
BIT SIZE e ODH+-01H 130+ ID 
BIT-ADDRESSABLE SIZE e OOH<OOH oo, 00 
AUXILIARY VARIABLE SIZE = OOOOH OD 
MAXIMUM STACK SIZE = OOOBH 110 
REGISTER-BANK{Sl USED: 0 
674 LnlES READ 
C PROGRAl'I ERRORfSl 
END OF Pl..!11-51 CCtlPILATION 
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APPENDIX C2 THE USER COMMUNICATION PROGRAM 
PL/M-51 COMPILER User Co-mmunication Public Procedure 
ISIS-II PL/M-51 Vl,1 
COHPilfR INVOKED BY: PU1SI TERM.PS! DEBUG 
1 
5 1 
b I 
7 
8 
9 l 
10 1 
11 
12 
13 2 
15 2 
17 " 
18 2 
20 • 
22 2 
24 2 
26 2 
27 • 
oo "'' 3 
29 3 
30 2 
31 2 
32 2 
33 3 
35 3 
36 3 
38 , 
39 3 
40 3 
41 3 
42 3 
43 3 
44 3 
45 3 
$TITLE{' User Co111111unication Public Procedure') 
SDATE(7 /30/19S7J 
$PAGEl.£NGTH{50l 
USER: DO; 
$NOLI ST 
rECLARE Da. LITERALLY ;DEa .. ARE'; 
DCL fNUM, HUND, TEN,UNIT ,f10V_TVPE,MOV...DIR, NEIL TYPE, NUMBEILOF _RUNS, 
NEILD IR, TYP£..CVDE, LCVDE, D!R._CODE, D_CODE, IDIL TYPLCODE, TENT _DIR-CODE, 
CRTR,GRIP-LEVELl BYTE EXTERNAL; 
DC:L {FIRSLDIGIT,GOJiODEJ BIT EXTERNAU 
OCL POINTER l«JRD EXTERtlAL; 
DCL CONTENT BASED POINTER BYTE CONSTANT; 
DCL CR LITERAIJ..Y 'OOH'; 
DCL LF LITERALLY 'OAH'; 
DCL CONFIRM-STORE WORD; 
PRitlLCOH: PROCEDURE EXTERNAL:END; 
GELCHAIH PROCEDURE BYTE EXTERNAUENO: 
PRINT: PROCEDtffi'E!STRJll EXTERNAL: 
DCL STR...P WORD; END; 
MIXED_STDRE: PROCEil.U>E EXTERNAL; END: 
NEILSTORE: PROCEDURE EXTERNAL; END; 
RECDmECJ: PROCEllJRE EXTERNAL: END: 
TERMINAL: PP.OC.fl11JRE PUBLIC; 
CONFIRM...STORE=, {' STORED' ,CR, LF, '*', 0); 
DO WHILE NOT Tli /+ Make sure anv transmission is coriPl ete *'
END; 
CALL RECDtotECT: 
NEXT _CHAR: CRTR•DELCHAR; 
JITTl=ll 
IF CRTRaCR THEN DO; 
ra.JM=l 00+( HUND-30H l + 1011-( TEN-30HJ +(UNIT -30H); 
IF r.EW_TYPE•'H' THEN .GRIP ..LE\IELa!JL�; 
MO'LTYPE=t6LTYPE; 
11JV...DIR=NBUIIRl 
TYPE...COrE=T-CODEt 
DIILCODE=D_CODE; 
FIRST...DWIT=1; 
CALL PRINLCOM; 
CALL PRINT<. !LF,CR, 1 ·e ,0)); 
IF GO_ll'.lDE THEN Nlll1JlER._OF..RlllS•NL�; 
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PLIM-51 ClJ.!1PILEfl User Col!IS!unication Public Procedure 7/30/1987 
47 3 RETURN: 
48 3 END: 
49 3 IF CRTR(ar39H AND CRTR)=3QH THEN DO; 
51 " ' IF TESTCLEARtFIRST.Jl!G!T) THEll TEN,UN!T=30Hl 
53 3 HUND=TEN: 
54 3 TEN"JN!Tl 
55 3 l.tlIT=CRTR; 
56 3 CALL l'!UtlLCOMl 
'SI 3 GOTO tEXLCHl>Jll 
58 3 END; 
59 2 FIRST Jl!G!T =1' 
ii! 2 POINTER=,{'SEWHT',Oll 
61 2 TEIIUWLCOOC=O; 
62 3 00 J.JIILE CO-,ITENTOCRTR; 
63 3 IF CONTENT=O THEN GOTO THIRD: 
65 3 POINTER=POINT£R+1; 
bb 3 TENi _ TYPE-CODE=TENT _ TYPE...COOC+l; 
67 3 am: 
6::: ' LCODE= TENT_ TYPE...CODE; 
69 2 NEILTYPE=CQMTENT; 
70 2 CALL flllNL.CCl'I: 
71 2 GOTO NEXL°'1R1 
72 2 THIRD:f'OINTER=. { 'RLUDAICO·' ,Oll 
73 2 TEIILDIILCODE=O: 
74 3 DO �ILE CONTEIITOCRIR: 
75 3 IF CONTEIIT "'l TH£N GOTO LAST: 
77 3 F'OINTER=f'OlITTER+1; 
78 2 TEITT-DIR_CODE= TENT ..DIR..CODE+ 1; " 3 END; 
e� 2 D_CODE=TENT_DIR...CODE: 
81 0 tlEM..D1R:CONTENT; • 
82 2 CALL fllltlT-COM; 
83 2 OOTO NEXLCHAR: 
84 3 LAST: IF CRTR='t1' THEN DO; 
86 3 CALL MIXED-STORE: 
87 " CAU. PRIITTICONFIRH-STOREI; ' 
88 3 ENO; 
89 3 ELSE IF CRTR='N' MN DO: 
91 3 CALL 1£1L5TOREI 
92 3 CALL PRlNT{CONFJR!t.STOREl; 
93 3 END; 
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94 3 ELSE IF CRTR='G., THEN DO; 
96 3 GO_HODE=l; 
97 3 CPU PRINT(.!' HOW MANY RUNS?',CR,LF,'*',O)l: 
98 3 END; 
9'I 2 GOTO IEXLCHAA; 
100 2 END; 
101 1 END USER; 
l!CDllE INFORMATION< I STATIC fOVERLAYABLEl 
COJIE SllE = 0141H 32)D
CONSTANT SIZE = 0032H 50D 
DIRECT VARIABLE SIZE = 02H+OOH 2D• 00 
INDIRECT VARIABLE SIZE = OOH+OOH OD+ OD 
BIT SIZE = OOH>OOH OD+ OD 
BIT-ADDRESSABLE SIZE = OOtHOOH on, OD 
AUXILIAAY VARIABLE SIZE = OOOOH OD 
MAXIMUM STA!:K SIZE = 0002H 2D 
REGISTER-BANK(S) USED: 0 
100 LINES READ 
O PROGRAM ERROR ( S) 
END CF PLIM-51 COMPILATION 
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APPENDIX C3 THE HAND PROGRAM 
Pi./M-51 COl1PILER Procedures for openin9 and closins the fin9er 7/31/1987 
ISIS-II PL/M-51 Vl,J 
C0/1PILER INVOKED BY: Pl.1'151 FINGER,P51 [!EBUG 
$TITLE! 'Procedures for openin9 and closins the finger 'l 
$PAGELENGTH<50l 
SDATEl7/3J/1987J 
J J OP_CL:DO; 
$Nri_[ST 
5 DECLARE AUX LITERAU.Y 'AUXILIARY'; 
6 1 IJ£Cl.ARE ffi!P _LEVEL BYTE EXTERNAL; 
7 2 BUS.JlEQ: PROCEOORE EXTERNAUEND; 
9 1 nm.ARE SILSLEXT BYTE EXTERNAL AUX; 
10 1 DECLARE MJN BYTE EXTEm\U 
11 1 DECLARE PORJ_A BYTE A1(9F01Hl AUX; 
12 r:ECLARE l'OVING_COUNT BYTE AT{9E31Hl AUX: 
13 2 CfEN:PROCEDURE PUBLIC; 
14 2 DECLARE (Ol...[1_COUNT, SWITCH,CWNTER,Al'IOLINTl BYTE; 
15 2 SWITCH, COONTER=O; 
16 2 Irfft=Oi 
17 2 CALL BUS....REQ; 
18 2 QLD_crtllT=HOVJNG_COlJnT; 
19 2 INTO=!: /1 Release bus 1/ 
20 2 PORT ..A=11110110Bi 
21 0 AMOIJNT=SlfHNll'l, 1): L 
22 0 DO WHILE SWITCH:() OR COUNTER(Jlll()UNT; •. 
23 3 CALL BUS_REQ; 
24 4 IF CUl..COUNiOMOVING_COUNT AND Al10UNT<127 THEN DO: 
26 4 COLINiER=COOtffER+ 1 ; 
27 4 OLD_COUNT =HOV ING_CQlSJ; 
28 4 ENO; 
29 3 SWITCH=SW_SLEXT; 
30 3 INTO=J; /1 Release bus 'f/ 
31 3 CAL1 TIME(30ll 
32 3 END; 
33 2 PORJ_A=11111111B; 
34 0 HITl=J; L 
35 ENDCl'EN; 
3b 2 CLOSE:PROCID.M PUBLIC: 
37 2 DECLARE I J, TIME-OULCOUNTER, OLJLCOUNTl BYTE; 
38 2 DECLAR£ FIRtLGRIP BIT; 
39 3 DELAY: PROCEDIJREILENGTHJ; 
40 3 DECLME I I , LENGTH l BYTE< 
41 3 I=J; 
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42 4 00 WHILE 1 (=l.EN(iTH; 
43 4 CALL Til'IE(255)l 
44 4 I=I+li 
45 4 END; 
46 3 END; 
47 2 lULWJNT •O; 
4S 2 JNT1=0; 
49 2 PORTJ\•111110018; 
50 2 FIRILGRIPaO; 
51 3 00 "1IL£ FIRM_GRIPaO; 
52 3 CALL Til'E{210J; 
53 3 CALL BU8-REQJ 
54 3 IF MOVING_COIJNT•OLD_CllJNT THEN 
55 3 TIJ1E....ot.rr_COUNTER=TIJ1E..OUT_COUNTER+li 
56 3 EL£-E TIME..OUT _COUNTER=O; 
,7 3 OLD_COUNT =MOVING-COUNT; 
:S 3 IITTO=l: 
59 ' 0 IF TINE..OULCOUNTER=12 THEN FIRl'LGRIP=H 
61 3 END; 
62 2 PORLA=11111 ll 1Bl 
13 2 J=li 
64 3 00 WHILE J<•ORIP J.EVEU 
65 3 CALL DEL.AYCS); 
bb 3 PORTJ\a11111001Bl 
67 3 CALL rE!..AY(3J; 
68 3 PORLAa111!1111Bl 
69 3 J=J+l; 
70 3 ENO: 
71 2 INTt=U 
72 END Q.OSE; 
73 ENP OP _a.; 
r,JDUL£ INFORl1ATION: ISTATIC;-O\IERLAYABLE) 
CODE SIZE a OOD7H 215D 
CONSTANT SIZE a OOOOH OD 
DIRECT VA/l!Alli SIZE a OOH+OSH OD• 50 
INDIRECT VARIABLE SIZE a OOH+OOH OD+ OD 
BIT SIZE a OOH+OlH OD+ 1D 
BIT-ilDDRESSABLE SIZE a OOH- OD• OD 
AUXILIARY VARIABLE SIZE a OOOOH OD 
MAXIMUM STACK SIZE a 0004H 40 
REGISTER-BAtlClSl USED: 0 
163 LitES READ 
O PROORAl'I ERROR(Sl 
HJD OF PL/11--51 CONPIUlTllW 
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APPENDIX C4 THE FUNCTION PROCEDURES 
PL/H-51 COMPILER Functions for the Strai9ht-Line Movement 7/25/1987 
ISIS-II PL/H-51 V1.1 
CDMPILER INVOKED BY: PLM51 FUNCT,?51 DEBUG 
$TITLE(' Functions for the Strai9ht-Line l'!ovemenFl 
iDATE!7 /'lfl/1987J 
1 1 SLFUNCT:DO: 
2 DECLARE DCL LITERALLY 'DECtARE'; 
3 DCL AUX LITERALLY 'AllXILIARY'; 
,,__ ·------- S'!uare Root ----- ----- ----</ 
4 2 
5 2 
b 2 
7 2 
8 ' • 
9 3 
10 3 
1l 3 
12 3 
13 2 
14 -• 
15 2 
16 2 
17 -• 
13 2 
19 -• 
2<l 2 
21 -• 
22 2 
23 • 
24 • 
25 • 
2b 2 
27 2 
28 2 
29 1 
soo: PROCE!IURE!VAR!Ailil BYTE PUBLIC: /tJ:- Procedure to find the s�uare root f/
00.. VARIABLE WORD: 1* of a 111ord variable *'
DCt !SQROOT,l l BYTE; 
SQROOT=200l 
LL=O; 
DO WHILE LL{lO; 
SQROOT=SiR( SQROOT+VARJABLEJSQROOT, 1 l; 
LL=U.+ll 
END< 
RETURN ( SQROOTl : 
Etm; 
/<-- - Cosine ---------</ 
cos:PROCEDURE!ARG) BYTE RJBLIC: /tJ:- Cosine Procudure tJ:-/ 
DCL ARO BYTE: 
DCt POINTER WORD; 
DCL CONTOO BASED POitlTER BYTE AUX; 
POINTER=OASOOH+ARG; I* A800 is the start of the cos table f/ 
RETIR< CONTENT; 
END: 
/>---------· Inver5e Co5ine - ----- I
ACDS:PROCEJllUlE(ARGJ BYTE PUBLIC: I* Inverse cosine Procedure t/ 
DCL AAG BYTEl 
OCL POINTER l,,ORD; 
DCl mJTENT BASED POINTER BYTE AUX: 
POINTER=OA900H+ARG; I* A?OO is the :-tart of the inverse cos table f/ 
R£TlJRN CONTENTl 
END: 
END SLFUNCT: 
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MODULE HJFORr'!ATION: 
CDDE SIZE 
CONSTANT SIZE 
DIRECT VARIABLE SIZE 
INDIRECT VARIAE'-E SIZE 
BIT SIZE 
BIT-ADIBESSABLE SIZE 
AUXILIARY VARIAE'-E SIZE 
HAXIHLIM STACK SIZE 
REGISTER-BANK(Sl USED: 
38 LINES READ 
O PROu'll\H ERROR<S) 
END CF PL/l'\-51 COl'IPILATlON 
(STATIC+OVERLAYABlEl 
= 0062H 9BD 
= OOOOH OD 
= OO!l+04H OD+ 40 
= OOH+OOH ODt OD 
= 001++-00H OD+ OD 
= OOH+OOH OD+ OD 
• OOOOH OD 
= 0002H 2D 
0 
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APPENDIX CS THE CHARACTER INPUT OUTPUT PROGRAM 
PL/M-51 CO�ILER Character I/0 Through SRIF 
ISIS-II 
COMPILER INVOKED BY: PLM51 CIO.P51 DEBUG 
5 2 
b 2 
; 3 
S 3 
9 2 
10 2 
11 1 
12 2 
13 2 
14 3 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
3 
2 
0 • 
2 
1 
2 
$Tlll.E VCharacter I/0 Throu9h SBUF'l 
IPA<JELENGTH150J 
$DATE!7/25/1987) 
CH • .IO:oo; 
$Nll.IST 
I ---- - Print a char to SBUF 
PUT-CHAR: PROCEDUREICHARJ PU!I.JC: 
om.ARE CHAR BYTE: 
00 �ILE NOT TI; tr. Wait till ready for output, +/ 
END: 
TI=O; 
SBUF=CHAR; 
END PULCHAR; 
---</ 
/Cf- Get CHAR fr-0111 SBUF and echo it --- ----1/ 
GELCHAR: PROCEDURE BYTE PUBLIC; 
DECLARE CHAR BYTE i 
DO WHILE NOT RI;/f Wait till there is irlPUt +/ 
END: 
RI=O; 
CHAR=SBUF; 
RETIJRN ! CHAR l ; 
END C•ELCHM: 
/f--- ----- ----------+/ 
PRHIT: PROCEDURE!STR.P) PUBLIC; 
7/25/1987 
21 2 DECLARE STR_P ADDRESS; /* Print nul 1 ter1rdnated strin9 residrn9 in ROH an� 
22 • 
'° 3 •< 
24 3 
25 3 
2� 3 
27 
28 
pointed at �y STR_P *f 
om.ARE C1tAR BASED STR..P BYTE CONSIANTl 
DO WHILE CHAR(){); f* Till null ter111inator *I 
CALL PULCHAR r CHAR l ; 
BTRJ'=STR_f + 1; 
END; 
END PRINTl 
EtJD CH_IQ; 
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PL/M-51 COMPILER Cha.ra.cter· I /0 Thrc,ugh SBUF 
MODULE INFORMATION: l STATIC+OVEP.lAYABL£l 
CODE SIZE = 003bH 540 
CONSTANT SIZE = OOOOH OD 
DIRECT VAR!Alll.E SIZE = 00!#03H OD• 
INDIR£CT VARIABLE SIZE = OO!l@H OD• 
BIT SIZE = OOH•OOH DD> 
BIT-i\DDR£.S ABLE SIZE = (>OH,QO!l 00, 
AUXILIARY VARIABLE SIZE =OOO>OH OD 
MAXIl'IUN STACK SIZE = 0004H 4D 
REGISTER-BANK(S) USED: 0 
123 LIIES R£AD 
O PROG1tAJ1 ERROR!Sl 
END OF PL/11-51 COl'l'ILATIOO 
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